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Much To Be Grateful For

Park Vet Hospital, we have a lot to be grateful for: a thriving practice, a wonderful staff,
“Here at Aspen
a beautiful location in Conifer, and the health of families and animal friends.
”
Winter cut into fall with a furious
arrival this year! For us this means
it is definitely the time of year
to look back at how far we have
come, be grateful, and count
our blessings.

I

started working with Doc Gurney, the original owner of the practice, in 2016. I was very
busy at that time with my housecall practice,
providing service from Aurora, to Castle Rock,
and Evergreen to Bailey. I recall being very skeptical about being able to devote more than a few
shifts to the practice. But Doc’s wife Jan was desperate for help finding a vet to help with their
very busy schedule, so I reluctantly agreed to
help out a little here and there as a friendly gesture for a neighbor.
Well, as you know, that quickly grew into my
not only taking over the running of the practice,
but also then buying the practice from Doc last
year. Then, as if that weren’t enough change, we
got the opportunity to move the practice this
May to a new building in Conifer, which we
somehow managed to do with only being closed
for one day!
For certain I can say one big thing that
changed in my life, which I did not anticipate,
was the impact on my life of all our employees.
First of all, I am so grateful for each and every
one of them. I couldn’t do it without them!
Many of the employees had been with Doc for
8 years or more, and they know so much about
how “Doc” did things, managed cases, and what
unique treatments he had for a variety of unusual
cases. This has made continuation of care so
much easier for many of the clients who had
been coming to the practice for years with their
pets. I am so grateful to each of them for staying with the business, and coming to work and

heartfelt thank you to my great team: Bobbi, Charmaine,
“A big,Cole,
Diane, Judy, Koreen, Melinda, and Dr. Dave.
”

giving their all every single day, to help all the
beloved clients and their pets. They all work so
hard, all the time! I am grateful that they have
believed in me, stuck by me, and continued to
help build the business and serve the clients
and their animals. A big, heartfelt thank you to
my great team: Bobbi, Charmaine, Cole, Diane,
Judy, Koreen, Melinda, and Dr. Dave.
And the move to that new building has been
such a blessing for us. Being able to expand to a

bigger, cleaner space so we are not so crowded,
being able to provide a home for many rescued
animals, being able to then educate people about
those rescued animals, and being able to now
serve our clients even better through boarding,
have all been blessings both hoped for and some
unexpected. We are grateful to have beautiful
views outside our many windows, and wonderful open spaces and lawns around the building
where we, our clients, and their animals large

and small can more comfortably spread out for
less stressful vet visits. I have to pinch myself
sometimes to be sure that it’s real!
So please keep us in mind as you are getting
ready to make your holiday plans, remembering
that we do offer boarding for all kinds of animals.
We are equipped to house fish, birds, and reptiles, as well to offer specialized concierge “suites”
and regular boarding for the four-legged fluffies.
We don’t offer a lot of boarding, so our spaces fill
up fast. We like to keep the numbers down so
that we can give each one of our boarding animals specialized one-on-one attention by everyone on the staff during their stay here. We treat
all the boarding animals as if they were our own
pets. We want them to feel comfortable and at
home here. We actually look forward to spending
time with your animals, and we want them to feel
the same way about being here with us!
During the upcoming, potentially hectic, holiday season, hopefully you are remembering to
take the time to add fresh, bright-colored foods to
you and your pet’s diets, and keep up their daily
dental care. We are here to help if you have questions about how to do that. If you have a great
plant-based recipe to share, we would love to see
it; share to our Facebook Page @AspenParkVet.
Here at Aspen Park Vet Hospital, we have a lot
to be grateful for: a thriving practice, a wonderful staff, a beautiful location in Conifer, and the
health of families and animal friends. Wishing
you and your animals a wonderful Thanksgiving
full of family and friends!
Aspen Park Veterinary Hospital is located at
25871 Duran Ave. Conifer, CO 80433.
You can call the hospital at
(303) 838-3771 (838-DrQ1) or
visit them at www.DrQandU.org.
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The Sasquatch Chronicles

BY MARGO HAMILTON

W

I’m Just Sayin’…
Jeff Smith owner/publisher
Rockies – It was a good year for the Rockies. It
didn’t end the way most of us wanted, but they
should be proud of their year and the process of
building for next year. Their pitching staff has
grown, their defense was almost always one of
the best with potentially three golden glovers,
and with the exception of the slump at the end
they were pretty good offensively — most of the
time. Looking forward to next year!
Broncos – WOW! Was that the same Broncos
team last night against Arizona? Granted, the
Cardinals stink, but still the Broncos seemed to
have fixed many of their problems of the last
three weeks.
So now we have a long week to prepare for the
second game against the Chiefs. We should know
a bit more about their game, and we have time
to change our game up. A win puts the Broncos
at 4 – 4. At this point I would be happy with an
8 – 8 season, but that won’t get us in the playoffs, and probably makes us third in our division.
Better than last year and maybe even saves coach
Joseph’s job. GO BRONCOS!
It must be time for my annual article about the
driving up here. The other day on my way to the
office, I was in the passing lane on 285 passing
a line of cars that were going below the speed
limit of 55 mph. I came up behind a car that was
in the passing lane going about 52. He wouldn’t
move over. He stayed in the passing lane for over
a mile, going below the speed limit and not passing anyone. When he finally moved over I passed
him and he rolled down his window and flipped
me off. I went past him and got in the right lane.

He then passed me and gave me the finger again,
and held up his camera as if he was taking pictures of me. He stayed in the passing lane again
going below the speed limit, and I passed him in
the right lane. He again gave me the figure and
then put both hands on his steering wheel with
both middle fingers extended for about a mile
driving behind me. Obviously I had made him
mad. Obviously he needs some anger management classes. This is not how I want to start my
day. As we all have noticed, the traffic is increasing; but you can’t use the passing lane as a second
lane and just stay in it for miles — It’s for Passing!
When you know there is a bottleneck and you
are in the lane that ends, signal and move into
the other lane — before it ends. When the right
lane ends, the left lane has the right of way. At
Pine Junction it becomes a race to the end for the
cars in the left lane going north — in this case the
left lane ends. They will actually run you off the
road to get one car ahead. I have actually seen
cars signal and go into the lane that ends at the
last minute at some of the bottlenecks. Really?
If there is no one ahead of you for as far as you
can see and several cars behind you, and you are
going below the speed limit, pull over in one of
the turnouts and let the traffic go by. It’s simply
common courtesy. Highway 73 has no passing
from Conifer to Evergreen. I have had people tell
me, “I pay taxes, I can do whatever I want on
these roads.” Really? OK, I’m done ranting :)
It’s November. More ski slopes will open,
Thanksgiving will happen, we will have winter.
Isn’t life in the mountains wonderful? Go out and
see the local shops, eat in the local restaurants,
and enjoy the local talent at the many venues
that have live entertainment. There is no place
anywhere like our communities. Enjoy what we
have and shop local!
The theme for the December Your Mountain
Connection is “The Holidays.” Send us your stories, photos and art work, poems, and articles by
November 16th.
HAVE A WONDERFUL THANKSGIVING,
AND REJOICE IN ALL THE WONDERFUL
THINGS WE HAVE TO BE THANKFUL FOR.
Quackadilly says:
“Life is what happens when you’re
busy making other plans.”
— John Lennon

years just to cope. Others might have anger issues.
The Blue Bench is doing more than listening.
“Our hotline and hospital volunteers work with
our case managers to provide 24-hour support to
survivors as an advocate at the hospital, by connecting them with resources, or with help navigating the criminal justice system if they chose to
report. We offer individual and group therapy for
survivors and their families, as well as expressive
therapy programs such as art and yoga therapy.
Our therapeutic services are available to men and
women 13 and older, regardless of ability to pay.
We also provide an affordable resource to middle
and high schools and colleges and universities to
offer co-ed prevention programs to their students
so they understand sexual assault, consent, and
how to create healthy relationships,” Teresa reveals.
The Blue Bench also has programs for staff who
work in bars and other alcohol-serving establishments so wait staff, bartenders, and other
employees can spot a potential problem, perhaps
a perpetrator preying upon one of their patrons
by forcing an over-consumption of liquor. The
programs in both the schools and alcohol-serving establishments involve a lot of role playing,
so attendees can become comfortable speaking
out to help others. This creates an empowering,
pro-social, peer-centered environment where we
learn not only how to look out for one another,
but also how to speak out to stop a potential
assault. Perhaps you know people who avoid
talking about their pain. Colorado’s one and only
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Miss America, Marilyn Van Derbur, who was
crowned in 1958, writes in her book Miss America
by Day, “All emotions, even those that are suppressed and unsuppressed, have physical effects.
Unexpressed emotions tend to stay in the body
like small ticking time bombs — they are illnesses
in incubation.”
If you self-soothe by binging on food, alcohol,
drugs, shopping, sleeping, or crying, and current
political rhetoric, cyberspace bullying, and vehemently-expressed opposing positions are ripping
your families and relationships apart, it’s time for
a collective deep breath, to take the time to soak in
the wisdom of a few healing words from an ancient
spiritual leader: “You will continue to suffer if you
have an emotional reaction to everything that is
said to you. True power is sitting back and observing things with logic. True power is restraint. If
words control you, that means everyone else can
control you. Breathe and allow things to pass.” We
need to unite to create a catalyst for change by helping ourselves and helping others. If you or someone you know might find help or support through
The Blue Bench, please encourage yourself, friends,
or family members to call their 24-hour sexual
assault hotline that helps both men and women
at 303-322-7273 (toll free 888-394-8044) and
in Spanish at 303-329-0031. For more information, visit The Blue Bench web site at https://
thebluebench.org/about-us/contact.html.
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December’s
theme:
Holidays

Disappearing people. I’ve heard a
couple of strange stories recently
that sure give you a few second
thoughts about hiking or camping alone. First one: A mom
was hiking with her daughter (9/25/18) in Great Smoky
Mountains National Park. They
were on their way back to their
vehicle when they got separated
and the mom vanished. Her
body was found on October 2 in
“steep, rugged terrain” approximately 1.5 – 2 miles from where
she disappeared. The terrain
where they found her body was
so difficult that her remains had to be removed
by helicopter.
Second story: A PE teacher from Utah vanished in the Uinta basin last July. He was camping at a lake with his family, a place he had been
to many times. He left his tent around 10pm to
get water down at the lake to drown the campfire. He never returned. His body was discovered a week later by a helicopter search, also
in extremely rugged terrain 1.5 miles away…
past the other side of the lake, past a river, and
on the other side of a ridge. In neither case has
cause of death been given.
So I ask you — how in the world did these
two individuals end up so far from where they
were last seen, off the trail, in extremely rugged
terrain? I think it’s pretty clear they didn’t
simply decide to hike to those locations. And
if they were abducted by another human, how
could their abductors have gotten them to those
locations? And why? Now, to be clear — I am
not saying that either of these people was taken

by a Sasquatch, as there is no
official evidence to prove such a
theory. But how many rational,
logical, non-Sasquatch-related
explanations can there be? Both
victims were apparently healthy,
of sound mind, and in no way
given to random hikes through
the bush, way off of any marked
trail. So we’re left with only one
reasonable explanation, or two if
you’re me: Both individuals were
kidnapped and carried, dragged,
or forced in some way to the
location where they were killed
by someone with an evil intent.
Or, they were snatched by a Sasquatch, carried
away, and later killed. Only so many possibilities. I’m just saying. Remember, we know for
certain that the National Park Service authorities have refused point-blank (when confronted
by multiple Freedom of Information requests)
to provide any information on people who have
gone missing in their parks. Call me crazy, but
I believe there’s a story that’s just itching to be
uncovered about decades of cover-ups going
on within the leadership of the National Park
Service. They know what’s going on, and why
hundreds (thousands?) of people have gone
missing; they just don’t want to say. So, on that
happy note — anyone have a great vacation to a
national park this summer?
Come by and check out the store and museum
for yourself! 149 Main Street in Bailey. Open
every day. You can contact us by writing to:
info@sasquatchoutpost.com
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BY MIKE IDDINGS
Thanksgiving is almost here; is
into a homework area for stuyour dining area ready for the
dents, where Mom and Dad can
entire family? Older homes,
help with studies and actually
for the most part, just do not
talk with their children.
have the integrated, open living
Exterior walls can be adjusted,
and dining areas. Small cabins,
as well. Windows and doors can
tri-levels, and even ranch homes
be inserted almost anywhere, as
seem to have very “compartmenlong as the structural integrity
talized” floor plans — a room for
is not compromised. Installing
everything and walls separating
a window for the mountain
them. Today’s floor plans really
view builds equity; installing a
open things up and allow the
window to keep an eye on your
entire family to be in a centralchildren builds peace of mind.
ized location. The kitchen has
Our current remodel project
Any interior
always been the nucleus of the
includes removing a few walls
wall can be cut
home, especially when enterto open up the kitchen. One
taining. With the older designs,
36" wall needed to remain for
down, opened
it was usually cramped in this
structural integrity; it included
up or removed
area. The new kitchens are more
2 bearing points, one on each
open, with wider pathways and
end. I called Drew from Insight
completely,
if
islands with seating, often inteEngineering, we brainstormed,
done properly.
grated with the great room,
and he was able to give me the
dining room, or entry.
connection details to remove one
Homes are constructed out of wood, and wood of the bearing points and install an angle brace
can be easily adjusted! Any interior wall can be to the main post. This allowed us to remove
cut down, opened up, or removed completely, one bearing point, really opening up the living
if done properly. You will need to consult with area for the homeowner. Going the extra mile
a contractor or engineer to determine exactly really paid off this time!
what the removal and construction will entail.
WATCH FOR MORE REMODELING
Just don’t go removing walls; older homes withINFORMATION IN UPCOMING ISSUES.
out trusses may have bearing walls which need
Mike Iddings,
to remain in one form or another. You may be
Craftsman/Contractor/Real Estate Agent
surprised how much moving just one wall can
Home Pro LLC • 303-809-3558
do for the family dynamic. With walls removed,
www.remodelingevergreen.com
islands can be installed, made larger, or reposiFacebook: Home Pro Construction
tioned. Peninsulas can be installed, lengthened,
or have the angles changed. The eating area is
often very social and can easily be transitioned

“
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Get Better Fast…

— RE/MAX ALLIANCE • CONIFER —

Relax...and Enjoy Thanksgiving

BY DUANE REDFORD

BY CHRISTY SEABOURNE

It seems like the heat of summer
little centerpiece is plenty — like
white candles and fall berries, or
was moments ago, and boom!
an antique silver pumpkin filled
October arrives and stores
with autumn-colored flowers.
everywhere explode with both
If you need a little inspiration,
Halloween and Christmas gear. I
Pinterest is chock-full of it. For
always wonder why Thanksgiving
general ambiance, have some
gets completely skipped over. I
cider on the stove or in the slowmean, aside from a few generic
autumn pieces of décor — a leafy
cooker for that amazingly inviting
harvest wreath, a gourd-filled corsmell, perfect for a Thanksgiving
nucopia, a cheesy cartoon turkey
gathering. Hot mulled wine is
—Thanksgiving really doesn’t trigincredible for that same reason,
ger the same commercial hysteria
and also adds to the spirit (pun
as the big October and December
of celebration. In my
Enjoy the people, intended?)
holidays. Turkey Day just doesn’t
opinion, you can spice up pretty
get the same attention.
enjoy the food, and much anything with cinnamon,
In a way, though, it’s pretty
nutmeg, and cloves, and it is
take a moment
nice. Thanksgiving provides
instantly and deliciously festive.
a retail boom in the massive
to really consider Even a pork loin baked with fall
amounts of food purchased, but
spices and apples is a marvelous
all that you are
otherwise is relegated to the prialternative (or addition) to the
vate sphere. I really appreciate
traditional turkey.
thankful for.
how un-commercialized it is. It is
However you celebrate, be it a
all about family and food — out“Friends-giving” or huge family
of-town relatives and heirloom recipes and reunion, enjoy it. Enjoy the people, enjoy the
everyone getting so full and sleepy that you all food, and take a moment to really consider all that
take naps in your stretchy pants. No pressure you are thankful for. Appreciate Thanksgiving
to buy everyone gifts that they probably don’t as one of the more relaxed holidays — save
want, or to make all the snacks look like var- the stress and commercialism for the next day:
ious monsters and body parts and things that Black Friday. And, of course, don’t forget to wear
they probably don’t want to eat. Only to make stretchy pants.
enough delicious food to feed a small town, and
then annihilate all of it with ten people.
Of course, some fall décor is nice, but not
expected. You can totally have a Thanksgiving
without that pumpkin and corn centerpiece, but
if you threw a Halloween party without ghosts
and jack-o-lanterns or a Christmas party without
lights and a tree, your friends and family might
disown you. Thanksgiving is really just about Christy Seabourne, Associate, RE/MAX Alliance
relationships — and food, of course — two won- www.buyandsellincolorado.com
derful things to be thankful for!
Christy.Seabourne@gmail.com, (720) 352-1191
Still, if you feel compelled to celebrate
beyond those two factors, keep it simple. A
warm, earthy-colored tablecloth with a classy

“

deadline for ads and articles is
November 16
Your Mountain Connection
supports nonprofit
organizations through its
beneficiary program of articles
and monthly cash donations.

crazy, but I believe there’s a story
“Callthat’sme just
itching to be uncovered.
”

”
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Integrating the
Family into the Home

BY JIM MYERS

CONVERSATIONS AND LIFE OFTEN OCCUR ON A BENCH
As Development Manager of The Blue Bench,
Teresa Devine boldly claims, “We need to keep
the conversation about sexual assault going so the
issue is not reduced to controversy.” If a member
in your family has been sexual assaulted, you
know the drastic impact that affects generations
to come, especially when the truth is never talked
about. The founders of The Blue Bench knew
this to be true when a mutual friend was sexually
violated in 1983, and support, help, and services
were practically unheard of. So they canvassed
their communities and raised support to start The
Rape Assistance and Awareness Program, a rape
crisis phone line that offered on-the-spot support
24/7, 365 days a year. Now thirty-five years later,
The Blue Bench offers diverse programs that take a
positive approach to “put an end to sexual assault
through prevention and care.”
Recent headlines and news stories created triggers for people whose lives have been touched or
marred by sexual abuse, and crisis lines throughout America spiked through September and into
October. Teresa cites, “People in their 60s and 70s
were calling our 24-hour crisis line telling their
truth for the first time, that they had been sexually
assaulted earlier in life.” And yes, the youth of our
country called by the thousands. You may think
this is an emotional reaction to what was being
played out in the press, but if you have lived with
someone you suspected was sexually violated, and
they never talked about it, you might have lived
with someone who has been self-medicating for
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Your Mountain Connection donates $250 every month to a local nonprofit featured on this page through the
Mountain Connection Beneficiary Program. To date, Your Mountain Connection has donated more than $113,000.
Evergreen resident Margo Hamilton is the volunteer beneficiary coordinator for Your Mountain Connection.
She has an extensive background working with nonprofits and writes to help people better understand each other.

hat is your truth? As a child did someone demand inappropriate or impossible expectations of you that made
you feel powerless and unsupported? Because of
this, have you consciously or unconsciously created a defense by striving for perfection in all that
you do? Has rejection made you feel abandoned,
inadequate, or insecure? Did you witness or have
you personally experienced domestic violence?
And the as a final personal and probing question,
has anyone at any time ever violated you emotionally, physically, mentally, or sexually?
An amazing nonprofit, birthed in 1983 and
known as The Blue Bench, has steadily been trying
to impress upon society, schools, courts, and
people as young as 13 up to those in their 80s that
we need “to eliminate sexual assault and diminish
the impact it has on individuals, their loved ones,
and our community through comprehensive issue
advocacy, prevention, and care.” This is a truth
anyone from any background can probably relate
to, and for victims and survivors of sexual abuse,
the emphasis of care is of primary importance. This
is especially true when stats reveal 1 in 4 women
and 1 in 17 men will experience an attempted or
completed sexual assault within their lifetime. This
can lead to feelings of isolation, depression, and
even suicide. These statistics present truths that
we need to proclaim: healing is possible, no one
is deserving of sexual assault, and all of us need
to take responsibility for the prevention of sexual
assault so it can be eliminated.
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the small stuff, you will be amazed
“Onceatyouhowmaster
simple it is to fish bigger water.
”

am often asked after
years ago I focused on
giving a fly fishing prefishing the small stuff. It
sentation, “How do I get
taught me to anticipate
better fast?” Although there’s
my next mend, how to
no substitute for many hours
fish quick-cycling transiof quality time on the river,
tions, and how to anticipate
I do believe there’s a way to
where I could land a fish
improve your skills quickly,
when I hooked up. Just like
efficiently locate the holes in
the dreaded wind, fly fishyour fly fishing game, and
ing little water will expose
promptly brush up on your
your deficiencies because
fly fishing skills. Go fish
everything happens faster
the small stuff. Fly fish the
and in close quarters, and
small rivers out west or the
you make a mistake, it’s
I set a goal every year ifamplified.
creeks in the midwestern,
Once you master
southern, or eastern parts
to work on some part of the small stuff, you will be
of the country. I’m referring
amazed at how simple it is
my fly fishing game.
to “highway” water, water
to fish bigger water.
that is as wide as a two–lane
This year’s betterment
highway. These are small bodies of moving water goal is the same as the last couple of years,
that have many different characteristics, such as because I have taken on the task of learning what
tight quarters, overhanging canopy, brush-filled is called euronymphing. Euronymphing requires
edges, many bends and straights, and quick longer fly rods (ten feet and longer), long leaders
water that transitions from one part of the run with fine tippets, heavy “anchor” flies, and the
to another in less time than it takes to read the ability to perform what is referred to as “tight-linlast sentence.
ing.” It has taken me a while to become proficient,
Some folks raise an eyebrow when I mention but I am to the point where I can consistently
this, but when I begin to explain why, I usually hook fish and teach anglers to do the same. I am
see heads nod in affirmation. Small water, no still mastering this technique and have much to
matter what species of fish you’re chasing, forces learn, but the journey has been a blast, and once
you to put all your skills to the test. Everything off the water, I can’t help but think about the next
you do has to be well thought out, you must be time I can squeeze in some time to fish.
clean and precise, and you must anticipate not
Next year I’m going to continue to focus on my
only the next mend and cast, but where and how new skill set, but take it one step further and use
you going to finish the job when you hook a fish. euronymphing on the small stuff. That ought to
Small water will bring out the best and worst in be interesting!
an angler.
Duane Redford is a Colorado fly fishing guide,
I set a goal every year to work on some part
author, national speaker, and signature
of my fly fishing game. It’s invigorating for me,
fly tyer for Montana Fly Company.
makes me a better angler, and increases my
duaneredford.com @flyfishersplaybook
knowledge base and versatility, which in turn
makes me a better fly fishing guide. Several

“
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— S A N O H O S P I TA L F O R A N I M A L S —

— B U F FA L O PA R K D E N T I S T RY —

— E V E R G R E E N H E A LT H I N S U R A N C E —

Alternative Veterinary Care

Toothpaste 101

BY DR. JAMES WATSON

BY ALEX ROBERTS

Now is the Time to Review
Your Health Insurance Plan

Can alternative veterinary therapies help your pet?
YES! At Sano Hospital for
Animals, the health of your pet
is always #1.
Clients want what is best for
their pets. At Sano Hospital for
Animals, we provide alternative
choices to achieve optimum wellness with as few medications as
possible. Living in Colorado for
the last 30 years, I have found
when it comes to their pets,
owners will devote the necessary resources and
time to achieve optimum health. Alternative veterinary care addresses the problem, rather than
masking it with pain killers. Clients are often
amazed at their pet’s response to alternative care.
Some alternative therapies that we offer are:
Veterinary Orthopedic Manipulation: (VOM)
uses an activator to quickly reduce subluxations found in the spines of cats and dogs. The
improvement in health and mobility are wonderful to see, and pets seem to enjoy their treatments.
Acupuncture: We offer traditional needle
techniques and aquapuncture with B12 and
Procaine injected into the acupuncture points.
We try to make each visit comfortable for the
patient. Acupuncture has been very successful
in helping alleviate pain and to enhance other
medical treatments.
Pain Neutralization Technique: This is a trigger
point relieving technique that can help with pain
and other issues inside your pet’s body, such as
digestive problems, respiratory issues, and sympathetic and parasympathetic nerve modulation.
PNT can also help with neurological problems
from injury to the spine and/or joints.
Laser: Laser therapy is offered in two formats.
Infrared is a deep heat treatment of tissues and
is mainly used for pain alleviation with joint,

tendon, and ligament problems, in
addition to controlling lick granulomas. Low level laser or frequency
specific is used for any condition.
These lasers are programmed with
frequencies to match each tissue
type being worked on. Frequency
matches have been found for every
tissue type in the body, and this
treatment is especially helpful in
nerve injury cases. When laser
therapy is used, a specific treatment regimen is followed.
Supplements: From fish oils, Bioprep MicroAlgae, whole food vitamins and minerals to
herbs for endocrine issues, problems with liver,
kidneys, skin and coat, we try to find safe products to support your pet’s health. When using
supplements, it is very important to know who
your supplier and manufacturer are, as there
have been issues with supplies being tainted with
pesticides, plastics, and lead.
Heavy Metals: We also advocate testing for heavy
metal toxicity through a urine test. As previously
addressed, metal detoxification will help the
immune system stay in balance.
Whether young or old, be it painful joints,
back problems, or if your pet is suffering other
neurologic or metabolic disease states, Sano
Hospital for Animals will be able to provide
alternative care that will assist with their return
to excellent health.
Yours in good health, Dr. James Watson and
Sano Hospital for Animals
Sano Hospital for Animals is located at
10903 U.S. Highway 285, Conifer, CO 80433.
303-670-3959 • www.sanohospital.com
We are open 7 days a week
to provide health care for your pets.

— EQUILANE LENDING, LLC —

THANKFUL…
FOR THESE LOAN OPTIONS!
BY WANDA NORGE, MORTGAGE CONSULTANT
As a mortgage broker, I love having
a variety of loan products that help
clients qualify for a new home or
refinance. If you or someone you
know has been turned down for a
loan or just don’t think you qualify, let’s see if one of the newer
loans now available would fit
your needs.
Self-Employed
Most lenders require income
calculations to be based off of
the average of the last 2 years of tax returns for
self-employed. It is possible to use the latest
1-year returns, but that varies on a case-by-case
basis. Income calculations vary depending on
whether Schedule C, Corporate, or Partnership
returns are filed. If all or most of your expenses
are written off, the qualifying income can be
reduced so much that it does not meet “Ability to
Repay” criteria.
Alternative loan options for self-employed:
Bank Statement Loans: These loans count
deposits on business or personal bank statements
(either 12 or 24 month history) and use an expense
calculation for determining qualifying income.
No tax returns or transcripts are required.
Assets For Income: This is a great option for
self-employed or retired clients who may show
limited income coming from Social Security,
pension, and other retirement accounts, but
have a lot of money in various asset accounts.
Varying formulas are used to calculate the
amount shown in asset accounts into a monthly
income figure that is used for qualifying.
Loans Available for other situations:
Credit Issues/Events: A second-chance loan for
borrowers with a previous bankruptcy, foreclosure, short sale, or multiple late mortgage payments — as little as “one day” after the event. No
waiting for years to qualify.

Employment Offers: With a
new employment contract, close
30 – 90 days prior to receiving the
first payment from the new job.
Timing varies with the loan type,
and employment contract must
contain certain verbiage.
Investment Property Loans:
Experienced real estate investors
can finance up to 15 investment
properties for business purposes
based on cash-flow of the subject property. No tax transcript or tax returns
are required. Additional employment or income
information not required.
All-In-One Loan: This combines the mortgage and checking account into one account.
It reduces principal first, by leveraging regular
deposits, paying off the mortgage in half the time
compared to traditional mortgages, and saving
interest over the life of the loan. It then provides
access to those available funds through a line of
credit without requiring a refinance. Money normally sent to pay mortgage stays in the account.
Use for cash purchases or to invest elsewhere.
Interest Only Loans: This option is available on
various loans including a 40-year fixed to keep
your payment low.
Minimum credit score and down payment
requirements vary for the above loans and other
options not mentioned here. These loans could
be helpful for divorce situations too.
Wanda Norge, Mortgage Consultant,
Certified Divorce Lending Professional, (CDLP),
Equilane Lending, LLC (NMLS: 387869),
21-yr Evergreen resident, lending for 15 years.
Ph: 303-419-6568, loans@wandanorge.com,
www.wandanorge.com.
NMLS:280102, MB:100018754

“Toothpaste containing fluoride is a good starting point.”

As a dentist, I receive no shortage of interesting questions. The
majority of inquiries I hear from
my patients are good questions,
because we all know there is no
such thing as stupid questions
when seeking advice.
One of the questions that I do
hear on a regular basis is, “What
toothpaste should I use?”
When people ask me what
toothpaste to use, my response is
commonly a simple one: “Use the
toothpaste you like the best.” This
is an over-simplified response to a more complicated topic, since anyone who has been to the
oral care aisle in the grocery store knows there
are no less than about 500 toothpastes to choose
from. As long as your toothpaste contains fluoride, however, this is a good starting point. There
are many natural toothpastes on the market,
such as Tom’s or Dr. Bronner’s, and for those who
strive to eliminate artificial ingredients from their
lives, I think these are a good options, so long as
they contain fluoride.
Oral health is not a new priority, as it is suspected that the Egyptians used a toothpaste as
early as 5000 BC, even before a toothbrush was
originated. The first toothpastes were made of
abrasives like bones, oyster and egg shells and
later contained herbs, flowers and salts. Colgate
sold the first commercial toothpaste in 1873, and
fluoride was added to toothpastes in 1914 after it
was discovered to significantly reduce tooth decay.
Then and now, the goals of using a toothpaste
are to aid in getting your teeth clean and thus
helping to prevent tooth decay, gum disease, bad
breath and staining of your teeth. By removing

the debris from your teeth, you
are preventing the starches and
acids from causing decay. By keeping your mouth clean, you are
preventing the oral bacteria from
causing gum disease.
If you don’t have any specific
concerns such as sensitivity or
whitening, you can’t go wrong
with a basic Colgate or Crest
toothpaste that is approved with
the ADA seal. This seal of acceptance indicates scientifically
proven safety and efficacy, and any
of these toothpastes will contain fluoride. If you
experience common tooth sensitivity to hot, cold
or sweets, and other dental problems have been
ruled out, a brand such as Sensodyne that includes
potassium nitrate, an ingredient which helps seal
the tubules that connect the outside of the tooth
to the nerve inside, can be helpful. If sensitivity
or frequent decay are a problem for you, you can
get a stronger toothpaste such as Prevident from
your dentist, which contains higher concentrations of minerals that will better help to control
these problems. If you do have sensitive teeth, it is
a good idea to avoid whitening toothpastes, which
are simply more abrasive and can worsen sensitivity. Whitening toothpastes may provide some
removal of surface stains but are not an effective
way to whiten your teeth. If you are interested in
whitening your teeth, you can speak with your
dentist about the options.
Happy brushing!
28577 Buffalo Park Rd • Suite 260
Evergreen , CO 80439
(303) 674-7741 • buffaloparkdentistry.com

Living Your Life on Purpose
9 Dimensions of Conscious Success
BY DAVID NIELSON

BY ED REGALADO
We are now in two individual
open enrollment periods. Those
who need an individual health
insurance plan can enroll starting
November 1st, through January
15th. This is your chance to enroll
in a new plan or make a change.
I haven’t seen the new 2019
individual plans as of this writing. The Colorado Division of
Insurance has reported an average increase of 5.6% for 2019. All
seven health insurance companies
that offered plans in 2018 will continue to do so
in 2019. In our area, they include Anthem, Bright
Health, and Cigna. Kaiser also offers individual
plans; but they don’t work with insurance brokers, so you would have to contact them directly.
Some individuals will actually see a premium
decrease. Connect for Health Colorado reported
that “...two out of three of the more than 100,000
Connect for Health Colorado customers who
qualify for financial help will be able to find a
bronze level plan with $0 net premium.” To get
financial help, your income must meet certain
income guidelines, and you must buy your plan
through Connect for Health Colorado.
I also understand that those on Silver plans
should expect a healthy premium increase. You
may want to do a plan review to see if there is a
better option for you in 2019.
If you haven’t done so already, contact your
insurance broker to either renew your plan or
shop for a new one. Remember, brokers are paid
by the insurance company, so there is no additional cost to you to have a review and work
with a broker.
For those of us on Medicare, the open

enrollment period started on
October 15th and will run through
December 7th. This is your
opportunity to make a change
for 2019, and there are reasons to
look at making a change. I’m not
allowed to detail the benefits and
changes by carrier in this article,
so if you are interested, give me a
call. With your permission, I can
go over the differences between
carriers and different plans.
If you don’t make a change by
December 7th, you may have another opportunity
to do so if you are on a Medicare Advantage plan.
There is a new open enrollment period that runs
from January 1st to March 31st that allows for one
change. Contact your broker if this is something
that may work for you.
As I previously mentioned, there are many positive changes in the Medicare Advantage market
that should be considered. Federal restrictions
regulate how Advantage plans can be advertised
and promoted, and it is therefore best to request
a personalized plan review from a licensed broker
who works with all the carriers and can explain
the various differences. My office is conveniently
located near downtown Evergreen.
Health insurance can be complicated, with
many moving parts. Make it easy on yourself and
work with a health insurance expert.
Ed Regalado is a licensed insurance agent and
certified with Connect for Health CO. He is the
president of Evergreen Health Insurance with an
office at 27945 Meadow Drive, Evergreen 80439.
He can be reached at 303-674-1945 or send an
email to: edregalado46@gmail.com.

— R O C K Y M O U N TA I N
EFFICIENCY GROUP —

Use Zone Heat for
Comfort and Efficiency
BY SCOTT MILNE, YOUR ENERGY AUDITOR

Zone heating becomes as much about strategy as it does effective
“space
separation of those areas that you or your family frequent.
”

Winter caught many of us by surwarm, and you can adjust up
prise when early October temperasome home thermostats 5 degrees
tures dipped well below freezing.
on a short cycle.
A cold snap such as this leaves
I also realize that some homes
homeowners often wondering,
have a more open floorplan, but
or even a little concerned, about
most could benefit from fully
winter energy costs. There are also
sealing and zoning the lower
too many mountain residents prebasement or walkout level, or
Nov. 10th
pared to endure another winter by
bedrooms at night. Electric
bundling up until spring.
blankets, with efficient room
10am – 3pm
Although proper sealing, addiheaters and closed doors, is a
at the Evergreen
tional attic insulation, and a prozoning strategy that will allow a
grammable thermostat are first on
lower nighttime heater setting.
Lake House
the list for winter comfort and effiAdd interior window film, door
ciency, a secondary strategy called
thresholds, and layered window
“zone heating” is also worth understanding.
coverings for more aggressive insulative seal-up
Radiant floor heating is considered more effi- practices in your most commonly used “warm”
cient because it can be precisely zoned, even rooms. I recommend a quality, electric, infra-red,
motion sensored, custom scheduled to a family’s room heater for any household.
activities. Zone heating becomes as much about
Properly used, these strategies will increase
strategy as it does effective space separation of electric bills slightly but can increase comfort and
those areas that you or your family frequent. For help save hundreds from heating fuel bills.
instance, if the kids are at school at 8, and the
husband works outside the house all day, and
Scott Milne is founder and CEO of Rocky
the wife is in the office working on the computer
Mountain Efficiency Group. He is a Residential
Energy Auditor, Mountain Home Builder and
most of the day, could there be an efficient elecKeller Williams Certified Green Broker. He
tric heater in the office with the house heat set
is certified by LEED GA, BPI and RESNET.
low all day near 60 degrees? Now I know, that is
ScottM@MountainBrokerCO.com
cold, but the office could be well sealed and quite

EVERGREEN
ENERGY
EXPO

— M O U N T E VA N S H O M E H E A LT H C A R E & H O S P I C E —

Volunteers Essential to Nonprofit Success
BY CHARLEY SHIMANSKI

I

reached a point in my life
developing a conscious effort
of thinking back on how
to differentiate yourself from
fortunate I’d been to learn
others when competing for
and apply that learning in a
job and career advancement.
way that contributed to my
I wrote this book with
own success. I wanted to
young professionals in mind,
write a book that could help
but it is also a useful resource
others identify and reach their
for experienced professionals
full success potential. I have
who feel a need to re-assess
met many successful people,
where they are in their journey
reflected on my own career
to success. This book is also a
journey, challenges, and sucgreat resource for career councesses, and wondered what
selors, supervisors, and trainkey identifiable and concrete
ers who assist students and
elements we had in common
employees in career developthat had helped us reach our
ment and advancement.
Achieving success is a very
personal and career goals.
Achieving
personal challenge. If you
After doing research and consuccess is
are searching for answers of
ducting interviews with both
how to be the most successcolleagues and clients, some
a very
ful person you can be in your
common elements emerged.
personal challenge.
job, your career, and your
I narrowed the elements
life, I have identified these 9
down to three Foundational
elements and six crucial Differentiators that I Dimensions of Conscious Success to help you
believe help an individual reach their personal improve your chances of standing out in a sea
success level. I titled my book 9 Dimensions of of competition.
You can purchase 9 Dimensions of Conscious
Conscious Success.
There are many books out there about “suc- Success locally at: Where the Books Go in
cess,” but none address the combination of skills Evergreen, Hearthfire Books in Bergen Park, and
AND behaviors necessary for success. Trial and Page Turner Bookstore in Conifer. You can purerror is neither the best nor most efficient option chase the on-line assessment at www.consiousanymore. I believe the most efficient way to find success.com. For further questions or success
your way to the top is with a structured approach coaching services, email info@dnaworldwide.
that accelerates the process by stressing a con- net. Special Offer to the mountain community:
scious self-awareness of what you really want in receive the on-line assessment FREE with the
life. 9 Dimensions of Conscious Success includes a set purchase of the book. Contact linda@dnaworldof proven, closely interrelated, synergistic actions wide.net for details.
that will make you more effective and more sucAbout the Author: David Nielson lives in
cessful in your career and in your life.
Evergreen with his wife, June Ramos, and two
To apply the 9 Dimensions of Conscious
boxer “kids”, Hondo and Lexi. He is founder
Success, my team also developed an on-line
and CEO of DNA Worldwide, offering
self-assessment survey to help you assess your curmanagement consulting and executive
rent success behaviors and attributes. The survey
coaching to clients worldwide.
will generate a report providing suggestions for

“

”
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Mount Evans Home Health Care & Hospice
was founded by volunteers, and for 38 years
the willing hearts and hands of these mountain community volunteers have remained
essential to our mission. Now, and under an
exciting new program called “Service Enterprise
Initiative (SEI),” Mount Evans’ urgent volunteer
needs are evolving.
The Service Enterprise Initiative is a blueprint specifically designed for nonprofits by
the national organization Points of Light. With
a purpose of strengthening the capacity of nonprofits by fundamentally leveraging leadership
volunteers and their skills, growing community
needs are better addressed. As Mount Evans
transitions to this model, we are recruiting and
targeting highly-skilled leadership volunteers to
work alongside our senior program managers
and directors, building our capacity and expanding our capability.
Bringing skilled professionals into a volunteer
program is a new paradigm for nonprofit organizations, but one that has been proven successful
by countless nonprofits across the U.S. that have
already begun investing in and fully shifting to
this new strategy.
At Mount Evans, we are actively recruiting
dedicated and skilled volunteers with professional experience in program management to
assist in many ways. Volunteer positions in highest demand at Mount Evans are:
• Leadership volunteers to serve in support of
our Director of Volunteers and the numerous
volunteer programs we operate
• Onsite volunteers to spend 5 – 10 hours per
week as volunteer program coordinators
• Seasonal coordinators to assist with event
management
• Experienced and inexperienced volunteers to
coordinate and assist with our office administrative functions

We are recruiting and
“targeting
highly skilled
leadership volunteers to work
alongside our senior program
managers and directors.

As national health care budgets fall and
demand for home health services soars, Mount
Evans’ ability to support the mountain community will depend heavily on the support of skilled
volunteers. Leadership volunteers working handin-hand with our management team to lead our
programs will increase our capacity to serve — all
while offering powerful and rewarding volunteer
opportunities to our community.
Join us, and volunteer for the mountain area’s
sole community-based home health care organization. Simply call our director of volunteers,
Lori Carpenter, at 303-674-6400, or fill in an
application at www.mtevans.org. Come join the
amazing Mount Evans “family” and put your
experience and highly-trained skills to work in a
leadership capacity.

”

I have both worked and volunteered in nonprofit environments that have such strong leadership volunteer programs. As such, I am excited
about this new program at Mount Evans, because
I have seen it work firsthand! When I was leading
the Colorado Red Cross, and later working as a
Senior Vice President at the national American
Red Cross in Washington, D.C., leadership volunteers were essential in supporting the communities that the organizations served. Our volunteer coordinators, volunteer program managers
and volunteer coaches worked side-by-side with
senior executives and provided enormous expertise to critical programs. Currently serving as a
leadership volunteer for Flight For Life Colorado
myself, I am privileged to be the Mountain
Rescue Program Coordinator. In this leadership
volunteer role I report directly to the Program
Director and work to support the program’s
Search and Rescue Coordinator.

To date over $113,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by

Charley Shimanski is the president
and CEO at Mount Evans Home Health
Care & Hospice. To learn more about
supporting Mount Evans’ efforts,
visit www.mountevans.org

What makes
M
O U N TA I N
C O N N E C T I O N

DIFFERENT?

$113,000 Donated
to Local Nonprofits
Each month, Your Mountain
Connection donates to a local
nonprofit. It is our way of
helping to build community.
It also is our pleasure! We
invite all caring businesses to
advertise in our publication.
Celebrate making a difference!
It could be contagious!

CALL 303-674-3701
TO ADVERTISE
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— ON THE MOVE FITNESS —

Functional Aging
BY DEB BROWN, NSCA-CPT, CWC, CNS

Evergreen
and Kittredge

One of the most important pri   skiing all day, running errands.
Maintaining good physical
orities for a personal trainer is to
energy throughout the day.
stay knowledgeable about fitness
Flexibility and range of
3. 
research and trends. A huge trend
motion — being able to get up
that we are preparing for is the
and down off of the floor and in/
aging population, nicknamed the
out of your car, or bend over to
“Silver Tsunami.” Once you start
pick things up. Flexibility helps
to read about and understand the
you to be comfortable in your
numbers, it definitely captures
body and just feel good. It also
your attention. According to pophelps to prevent injury.
ulation data, the number of adults
4. Cardiopulmonary function —
over the age of 65 in the United
Client Mary Beth Carpenter
having strong and disease-free
States is expected to grow from 35
Snowshoeing on Shrine Pass
heart and lungs.
million in the year 2000 to 87 mil5. Bone density — preventing or minimizing the
lion in the year 2030.
effects of osteopenia or osteoporosis.
Dave and I are also part of that trend, so we
are keenly interested in the statistics. We are both 6. Balance — maintaining strong balance both in
a stationary position or while moving in mulin our 50s and feel like we are in the prime of
tiple directions.
our lives. Years ago, when you hit 50, that was
getting “over the hill.” We both feel like we have 7. Mental well-being — staying engaged in life
and emotionally healthy.
so much more we want to do, explore, and learn;
To address these issues for our clients, we have
lots of places that we want to go. We are not
unusual — all the folks whom we know in their a variety of different programs both to meet these
50s and even 60s and 70s have lots of things that goals and to keep things fun and interesting. The
they want to do, places that they want to travel sooner our clients start to focus on becoming
to, new skills to learn, etc. In order to do that, healthier and stronger, the better they are setting
we have to maintain our health! Our bodies have themselves up for healthy aging.
to be able to function, hence the term functional
My personal goal is to arrive into my 80s feelaging. It also means that we all want to stay as ing strong and healthy, able to do the things that
independent as we can, living in our own homes I want to do. I will still be exploring the world,
for as long as possible. We want to be able to par- learning new skills and able to drive. I would like
ticipate in activities that we love: running, hiking, to be disease-free, and still feeling good in my
skiing, and travelling, for a long, long time.
body. I plan to continue hiking as long as it is safe
So here is what functional aging looks like:
for me to do so. What do YOU want to be able to
1. Having muscular strength and power — aging do when you are 80?
is associated with a loss of muscle strength. We
On The Move Fitness is located in the heart of
want to stay strong so that we can stay as active Conifer, and we have been helping our friends
as possible. It’s also important to maintain and neighbors of all ages stay strong and active
strength to carry things, be able to walk, be for the past 14 years. We offer a FREE Initial
able to get up and down stairs, and to take care Consultation. Give us a call at 303-816-1426
of your household chores and your property.
or visit www.onthemovefitness.com.
2. Muscular endurance — to be able to comDave & Deb Brown are NSCA Certified
fortably perform multiple tasks before fatigue
Trainers and the owners of the On The Move
sets in: keeping up with the grandchildren,
Fitness Personal Training Studio.

Black Hat Cattle Co. • 303-670-0941
Blackbird Cafe and Tavern • 303-658-0309
Dandelions Cafe • 303-674-5000
Evergreen Crafters • 303-674-3153
Go Paint • 303-679-3089
Village Gourmet • 303-670-0717

Aspen Park
and Conifer

All-Phase Plumbing & Heating • 303-838-7204
Aspen Park Framing • 303-838-9851
Bonnie Smith • 303-838-2248
Cabin Creek Smokehouse • 303-838-0375
Little Britches Boutique • 303-838-8360

Bailey
and Pine

285 Pizza Pies • 303-838-5354
Cutthroat Cafe • 303-816-5099
Knotty Pine • 303-838-5679
River Canyon • 303-838-2950
Sunrise Solutions • 303-816-6337

Weekend in the West Has Returned
BY ANNE VICKSTROM

D

on’t you just hate when you lose something? Especially when the something enriches your and others’ lives.
Fortunately, last September, a group of wonderful
folks took action and returned a special treasure
to our community by re-igniting the two-day art
show and auction, Weekend in the West.
This lost treasure to our community was rediscovered and presented at a new venue when
Weekend in the West returned after a year’s
absence. It was revealed at Gail Sharp’s (owner
of Tall Grass Aveda Spa and Salon) Lucky Penny
Ranch. Evergreen Re/Max Realtors Heather and
Andrew McWilliams picked up the remnants of
the event, and created a familiar but new event.
Surprisingly, they had never experienced the original version.
“The funny thing is,” said Heather, “Andrew
and I had never been to Weekend in the West. We
always missed it for some reason but thought it
sounded like such an amazing event.”
They had heard about the hard work that
WITW founders, owners of the former Evergreen
Fine Art Phil Shanley and Barb Hadley, had done
in gathering the finest Western artists and inviting
them to paint for a quick 60 minutes on the first
day and an “extended” 90 minutes the second day.
After each paint-out session, the oils, watercolors,
sculptures, and other unique art was put on display and auctioned off. Over the first seven years
of the event, proceeds supported Center for the
Arts Evergreen, and later Bootstraps Scholarships
and Loans. These nationally and internationally
recognized artists were asked, and enthusiastically
agreed, to stand in the field behind the gallery.
Easels, sculpture platforms, and even laps became
creative space as they balanced on the rocks and
weeds and wildflowers we’ve all come to love.
Perhaps it was the treatment they received
that left them so amiable. Artists and guests were
treated to libations and wonderful hors d’oeuvres the first late afternoon of the event; and the

“There are so many positives
following day, a scrumptious
for our community,” continued
brunch including mimosas were
Heather McWilliams, “like benpassed all around. Who wouldn’t
efiting Bootstraps Scholarships
want to get back to nature and
and Loans. Larry and Robin Black
create something beautiful?
felt the same as we did. June
Seeing “the caliber of artists
McKenzie (ReMax) was a huge
who participate(d) and to be able
part of all of the details in the
to watch them at their craft turned
background, and we could not
out to be everything we thought
have done it without her.”
it would be,” added McWilliams.
“I think it’s an outstanding
This year, ticket holders were
event and great opportunity for
invited on a Friday evening to
artists to showcase their talents
wander and peer over the shouland works,” said Robin Black,
ders of these talented artists as
a WITW steering committee
they created their unique works of
member who coordinated artart while standing in the elegant
barn that was decorated with other
Artists are losing ists and was behind the creative
marketing efforts, among many
works that the artists brought.
galleries and
key responsibilities.
Nothing less than a barn-turnedAnother satisfying reason to
gallery, these pieces were also part
opportunities to
have re-ignited this event is that
of the fund-raising effort. Others
showcase their
“Artist are losing galleries and
stood outside overlooking the
opportunities to showcase their
Front Range. Rogers Naylor and
craft;
we
wanted
to
craft; we wanted to be able to
Cheryl St. John were tucked into a
corner by the ranch house, where be able to bring that bring that back to them,” said
McWilliams.
he caught the perfect light on the
back to them.
Participating artist Pem Dunn
little red barn, and she captured
the brilliant display of wildflowers. Conversations added that “the artists are like family, and having
between artists and guests about technique, sub- less opportunity to get together has been hard
ject matter and their stories of becoming an artist on them. It was such a blessing to be able to be
together again. Being at Lucky Penny Ranch this
were shared over delicious appetizers.
Saturday morning found the artists back at their year added a whole new dimension and a destinaworkstations ready to create again. Pem Dunn set tion location. The inspiration of art and beauty is
up in the corner of the barn; Nikolo Balkanski all around at Lucky Penny Ranch.”
Like a list of celebrities, the other artists
just down from him, worked from photographs.
On the other side of the barn wall, Stephanie included Ned Aldrich, Keith Bond, Sophy
Hartshorn painted inside the coral. She had asked Brown, Renee Buller, Cheri Lynn Capello, Maeve
permission of Sharp, who replied, “They’re wel- Eichelberger, Kelli Folsom, Lindsay Bittner
come everywhere!” Hartshorn assured those Graham, Ron Hicks, Susiehyer, Ed Kucera, Amy
nearby that she “gets along with horses.” Indeed, Laugesen, Stephen Le Blanc, Terrie Lombardi,
‘Lady’ nuzzled Hartshorn a time or two and took Leon Loughridge, Dan Oakleaf, Stacey Peterson,
her own view of the painting.
Karen Roehl, and Jill Soukup.

“

”

The proceeds from the two-day event supported Bootstraps Scholarships and Loans to the
tune of $7870.49. Bootstraps Scholarships and
Loans’ “mission is to, with the support of the community, eliminate financial barriers to continuing
education for students of the mountain area.”
Since 1945, Bootstraps has awarded $3.5 million
of scholarships and loans to over 1,300 mountain
area students.
Executive Director of Bootstraps, Colleen
Skates states, “We are assisting kids who wouldn’t
be able to attend continuing education without
the help of Bootstraps.”
Heather and Andrew and the rest of the team
can feel wonderful about bringing this outstanding event back to our community. And a little
extra bonus is knowing that the people you’ve followed approve of what you did. Said Phil Shanley,
“Barb and I and Evergreen Fine Art ran Weekend
in the West for seven years. We are very pleased
that the event is being carried on. A huge thanks
to Heather and Andrew and all those who participated in making this year’s event a success.”
Weekend in the West will return next year.
Look for information in mid-summer and get
ready to see stunning works appear before your
eyes, giving you an opportunity to snag a one-ofa-kind work of art while reaching out to help the
youth of our community.
For more information about Bootstraps Scholarships
and Loans look to bootstrapsinc.org.
Anne Vickstrom returns to Your Mountain
Connection, her first place to be published
years ago. She is a freelance writer who raised
her three children, and continues to live, in
Evergreen with her husband.
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and Shop Local!

Keep Calm...
To date over $113,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by
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Aspen Park and Conifer
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Bailey and Pine

When you

Shop Local

an actual person
does a little
happy dance.

Shop and Dine Local!

Support our local businesses...

MOUNTAIN CONNECTION | Stories are contributed by local residents to inspire healthy living, happy families, and community giving. Deadline is the 16th of each month. Email your story to jeff@mtnconnection.com.

We Love You
To date over $113,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by

for loving local!
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COOKING CLASSES WITH…

Cooking Traditions
BY TOM BECKER

All of us who cook have a mental
library of recipes and menus passed
on from family and friends. They are
the traditional meals we grew up
with. They spring closely from our
heritage and are traditional to the
towns and cities of our youth.

B

eing from the Upper Midwest, I saw a mixture of German, Scandinavian, and Italian
food. All were highly Americanized, due
to the melting-pot reality of where we lived and
the raw product available. We also inherited food
concepts and preparations from other parts of the
country, brought into our area as people migrated
into an industrial Chicago and the Midwest. A
weird twist to my growing up was the national
introduction of mass-produced packaged foods.
Living in the shadows of Chicago, I witnessed
the shift from relying on all fresh-made foods
to a trend of depending on the Swansons of the
world. And my family was a part of that scene.
As I remember, there was a period of time when
my family in central Wisconsin was unable to get
margarine locally. After all, they were in the heart
of America’s Dairyland! So, when we visited from
Illinois, my Mom would bring boxes of that artificial stuff to family and friends. Unbelievable!
Personally, with the overlap of styles and ingredients which morphed into what I perceive as
a mid-American cuisine, the food of my youth
seemed to form a mystery identity. This is not a
negative. In fact, I believe it is one of the reasons
I tend to think out of the box and yearn for the
multiple layers of flavor that I do when I cook. It’s
why I play with my food! A difficult question for
me is what kind of food do I enjoy cooking, what
style? I’ll call it American Bistro, but I’m kinda
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MUSHROOM STUFFED PORK TENDER
2 Pork Tenderloins
Cleaned, butterflied, pounded out to ¼"
Cajun Spice Mix To taste
S & P To taste
EVO As needed
1 ½ C Wild Mushrooms
1 Onion Diced
2 Garlic Cloves Minced
2 C Kale Chopped
1 ½ C Garlic-Herb Boursin Cheese
makin’ it up! We have so many styles of food to
choose from, and it’s only natural to marry them,
and that is what I love to do. For me, food is all
about layers. Layers of flavor, layers of color and
layers of texture. It may be a pork tenderloin, but
what else is there to enhance the finish? What
does it look like, what does it feel like, what are
the many flavors?
I did a dinner for some people last week who
had requested a pork tenderloin. I did a roulade, meaning the tenderloin was butterflied,
pounded thin and rolled around a saute of wild
mushrooms, onion, garlic, kale and layered with a
garlic-herb goat cheese. It was topped with a nice
lemon-herb cream and accompanied with Serrano
Ham-wrapped grilled asparagus.
A couple of hours before cooking and after butterflying the pork, I rub the meat with a 9-ingredient spice blend that I make with flavors ranging
from paprika and ginger to lemon zest. Big flavor.
The saute achieves a sweetness from the onions,
a comfortable earthiness from the mushrooms,
color from the kale and an herby-richness from
the cheese. When cooking, pan sear the meat on
all sides and finish it in the oven, about 12 minutes. This is how I cook, and this is what I share
when you attend a class with us.

To date over $113,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by

I love cooking with Fran. She is close enough to
her Sicilian roots that she produces food that comes
straight from the heart of her heritage. I marvel at
that quality. But I believe that our diverse styles are
what makes watching us work together so entertaining. Her simplicity and honesty to the product
she works with, versus the complexity and the raggedness of my approach, makes for a very fun and
interesting cooking session. They are both technical,
and the styles play off of each other extremely well.
I’ve learned a lot from Fran. She just does things
which I can’t do as well as she can, and I have tried
to simplify some of my approach to cooking and
flavoring. Man, is that hard! My lessons from her
began in Rome. In our 10 x 6 kitchen, in an apartment shared by our little group of eight, we would
sift through our market discoveries each evening,
and Fran would take on instructing me in the
authentic Roman culinary techniques that come so
naturally to her. She at least tolerated my diversions
involving wine reductions, butter and flavoring, and
I would catch her grimace as I’d try to step too far
out of the box. As our families and friends continue
our journeys through the Italian countryside, we
still discover the pure and simple foods produced
by the locals in that wonderful land. And me? Yeah,
I still play with the food!

We just returned from another trip to Chianti…
Food Inspired Travel! We’ll share our story in our
next article, but until then, invite us into your
home for a cooking class. Join us for a techniques
class, and next year, travel with us and discover
Travel Inspired Food. Ciao!

Our Tuscan villas feature much
“better
kitchens, but the demand for
simplicity in the food still remains.
If I could only restrain myself!

”

www.castlesandkitchens.com
castlesandkitchens@gmail.com
303-419-8290
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Penny for your thoughts

Viktor the Elk on
Animal Consciousness and Cognition
BY PENNY RANDELL

It’s Viktor, and I’m back with another
message for all you wonderful folks
who wish to know more about the
animals you live among. This time
we’re going deep as we discuss the
notion of animal consciousness.

F

irst comes the basic definition of consciousness and what it actually means.
Surprisingly, it is merely the ability to feel.
Case in point: a fall that bruises your leg is physical, but your feeling the pain from that bruise is
consciousness. Another word to consider is cognition. This is simply the capacity to perceive and
acquire knowledge and understanding.
Now, let’s take a look at what’s not consciousness. Breathing, metabolism, healing of injuries,
growth, immune responses, and so forth are not
examples of what is being pondered here. This
is a bona fide attempt to prove that animals, too,
have conscious thoughts, cognition, and they
are capable of making decisions. In other words,
they are not just hardwired to eat, sleep, and survive. True, you probably believe your pets are
able to perceive and understand, but try proving
it with scientific standards that are anything but
anthropomorphic. I encourage you to consider
the numerous examples of animal behavior that
scientists are unable to explain.
How is it that we can recognize hunger and
thirst in animals, but not joy? Although many
animal behaviorists vow animals have no emotion, how do they explain what one witnesses
when first coming home to a pet? What is that, if
not joy? It should be remembered that evidence
plus logic equals science. The fact that animals
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can’t talk should not force us
The matriarch paces travel
to conclude that they thereso as to give the wee ones a
fore have nothing in common
chance to rest. There is writwith humans. Can you
ten account of a group workremember a time when you
ing together to keep a baby
were at a loss for words? Did
upright, despite his broken
you ever pay more attention
forelegs. When a huge male
to body language over verbalwas shot with a deadly spear,
ization? If so, you are on the
the other elephants worked
right track.
without rest, using their
Those who study behavior
trunks to remove it. Photos
in animals often spend their
reveal herd mates stuffing
lives doing so. This is how
the mouth of another who
we have learned to interpret
was too ill to eat on her own.
what an animal is thinking.
It is nothing more than typConsidering
the
feelings
The dedicated folks who have
ical for rats to free cage mates
studied elephants prove on a and consciousness of non- when they are restrained in
daily basis that there is con- human beings could help a separate container. Even if
scious thought among these
they are tempted by a treat,
to ensure the future of they go for the other rat first.
giant beasts. When a member
of a herd is killed, the body
Once a group of rats was kept
various species.
is commonly surrounded by
devoid of all human contact,
other members of the herd. It is standard for these including vocal. Another group was petted and
critters to expel a substance from their temple talked to daily. The group without contact had
glands, a sign of stress, that resembles tears. They a failure to thrive and almost died. Kindness can
even cover the body with dirt and leaves, as if even be witnessed reaching across to other speit is a burial. It is recorded that a white woman cies. Once in an English zoo, a bonobo, a pygmy
was once lost in the wild. As she lay sleeping, chimpanzee, captured a starling in his hand. He
a herd of elephants broke nearby branches from then climbed to the very top of the tree, wrapped
trees and covered her body. Because of this, no his leg around the trunk, and took both hands to
lion or hyena noticed her. She attests that they spread the bird’s wings. He then cast the helpless
saved her life.
one into the air and of course, it flew away.
Elephants engage in cooperation among
Can we assume animals feel grief? To qualify
themselves. It is common to see their mutual as grieving, those affected must somehow alter
assistance should a herd member become their usual behavior. Often when a master leaves
trapped in the mud, or even gathering to raise his canine companion, the dog will refuse to eat.
a wounded herd member to its feet. No baby is Now, what’s up with that? Stories of dogs refusing
ever left behind, even if the mother has died. to leave the gravesite of their beloved masters are

To date over $113,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by

“

”

numerous. Two inseparable chimpanzees made
scientific headlines when the female suddenly
fell ill and died. Her partner did everything he
could to rouse her, and when it didn’t work, he
exhibited acts of rage; his violent cries eventually
gave way to a soft moan that lasted for days.
Animal behavior is a young science. In fact,
recognizing that chickens actually have a pecking order wasn’t accepted until the 1920s. The
sense that everything revolves strictly around
humans is often the accepted norm. But remembering that elephant and human brains are similar can lead to a more accurate understanding.
Indeed, the brain of an elephant makes the same
hormones as a human’s. For instance, oxytocin
drives bonding and makes elephants and many
other species act social or sexual. Block that hormone, and many mammals and birds lose interest in socializing, pairing, nesting, and contact in
general…just like a human.
If you take time and give these findings serious
thought, you may come to realize that we are all
made of tissue, blood, bones, chemicals, DNA,
and so on. Why would it be surprising that we
may all have similar thoughts? After all, just like
we elk, life is about making a living. Whether I
am searching for nutritional foliage, a safe place
to rest, or a mate, that’s not much different from
you. Most of all, considering the feelings and
consciousness of non-human beings could help
to ensure the future of various species. Take a
look outside yourself. You will be surprised at
what surrounds you, and hopefully that will
deliver you to treasured amazement. I know
your human antics continue to amaze me. This is
Viktor again. Now back to behaving.
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mountain hearth & patio

Poet ’s corner

a Division of Mountain Man Fireplace and Chimney, Inc.

Today’s
Miracle

Woodburning:
Classic Ambience & Modern Technology

BY MARCIA JONES

two hours of flurry for us
two hours of terror for a tiny bird
we almost trip on him, a fragile hummer
more delicate than a fine china cup
he lies silent on his back in our hot garden
downcast in relentless July sun
his iridescent miniature feathers on fire
cobalt raspberry emerald green gold
gently we slip has frail body—weighing
less than a penny—onto a dustpan
lay him on cool grass under summer-leafed
aspen trees, shiny shimmering in the light
maybe his wing is broken, snagged as it is
on his delicate twig leg—he pants, tries to rise
valiant, brave, determined, afraid
we try to free his snarled wing and leg
we offer sugar water in an eye dropper
his tiny sliver-tongue laps life-juice
is he suffering? we squeeze more juice
until he stops drinking to eye us as if to say
thank you, my friends—he wears down,
kaleidoscope breast glistening—he grasps
gasps for breath—he can’t stand up
we leave him—mother nature will decide
his fate—in a while we steal back
into tree-shadows to his resting place
one flash and he flies!
delicate wings beat-whir, an unforgettable
thep-thep-thep-thep-thep-thep-thep-thep
he sails soars swoops—high sky blue free
fluttering wings in the pattern of the symbol
of infinity—life continuing eternity—light
today’s miracle!

Drama
Queen
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BY JAKE T JOHNSON, NFI/CSIA/FIRE

T

here’s nothing quite like throwing a log onto the fire. The sound,
aroma, and flicker of the flames
will draw you in around the hearth for a
cozy evening with your family, a movie,
or a book. Burning wood adds a Norman
Rockwell-esque ambiance to your home
but doesn’t have to be a thing of the past.
In fact, woodburning has seen some dramatic technological advances in recent
years, putting newer woodburning units
on the same level of efficiency as gas and
pellet-fueled appliances.
Since 1990, the EPA has regulated
the sale of woodburning appliances in
the State of Colorado by measuring and
limiting their particulate matter emissions. As the emissions standards have
become more stringent, the technology
has improved, creating some of the most
ultra-efficient and low emissions appliances. Some of the newest, most efficient woodburning fireplaces, stoves and
inserts reach 80% efficiency, compared
to 20–30% of old open-face traditional
fireplaces. In addition, wood fuels, both
cordwood and pellets, are the only renewable fuel in the heating industry.
Today’s emissions regulations are at 4.5
grams per hour for cordwood. In 2020, the
standard will be reduced to 2.5 g/hr. Some
manufacturers have responded to the
demand for lower emitting woodburning

appliances by building in a secondary
combustion system
within the firebox.
This type of system
uses baffles to
re-circulate unburnt
gases and particulate
matter into the fire
for more complete
combustion. This
keeps the fire hotter,
increases combustion efficiency, and
reduces risk of creosote buildup. Most
ultra-low emission
appliances also use
a catalytic combustion system which,
in addition to the
baffle system, can reduce emissions to less
than 1 g/hr. Shown below, the Fireplace
Xtrordinair 44 Elite EPA-Approved Woodburning fireplace reaches 72% efficiency,
and has a low particulate emission at 2.5
grams/hr.
As the technology has evolved over the
past couple decades, so have the design
options for woodburning fireplaces, stoves
and inserts, responding to changing tastes
as well as the need for greater efficiency.
With inserts, flushmount styles, which

have a large ceramic
glass viewing area
in the door, are
increasingly popular. This ceramic
glass not only showcases the beautiful
fire inside, but also
is designed for optimal heat transfer, a
main component in
warming the room.
There are still very
efficient
modern
woodstove inserts
that have a traditional look, extending out onto the
hearth with a cooktop. Regardless of
your personal style,
today’s EPA woodburning fireplaces &
inserts come in many sizes, styles, and finishes, with an option for any design taste.
Much like other woodburning appliances, woodstoves are often mistakenly
believed to be antiquated, with the mental
image of potbelly or Franklin stoves. On
the contrary, today’s woodburning stoves
also integrate the modern high-efficiency
and low emissions of other woodburning
appliances, like the baffle and catalytic
systems. They also have another benefit:

they can be constructed out of steel, cast
iron, and soapstone materials, which all
have different properties for radiant heat.
Steel heats up and radiates into the room
the fastest, soapstone heats up slowest but
radiates the heat into the room the longest, and cast iron is in the middle.
With their modern design features and
efficiency, today’s woodstoves are nothing
like the old woodstove in your grandfather’s hunting cabin. In fact, some modern
woodburning appliances advertise that
with such strict emissions and particulate
matter testing, no more carbon dioxide is
released during the burn than if a log was
decomposing naturally in the forest. You
can have it all, the sensational experience
of burning wood, with environmental
friendliness and sustainability.
Drop by our showroom at 7001 Highway
73 in Marshdale to see fireplaces, stoves
and inserts from several manufacturers that specialize in burning wood with
ultra-high efficiency. We also have gas
and pellet-fueled appliances, with a variety of sizes, shapes and styles. Visit our
website to see all our showroom displays
and portfolio of recent installations: www.
MtnHP.com. If you’re interested in how
we can make your fireplace safe, warm,
beautiful, and save you money, contact us
at 303-679-1601 or Office@MtnHP.com.

BY MARCIA JONES

Colorado you are a drama queen
wearing your heart on your sleeve
you flirt with untamed abandon
and I know I am not your only one
it’s all about you
your mood swings from spring
to autumn in one summer day
you throw a tantrum then tease
with an upside-down smile
a wild rainbow
you are seductive, capricious
and ablaze with mystery
you keep me wondering
and that is why I will never leave you
Marcia Jones enjoyed a career in corporate
management and taught high school English
and journalism for four years. She fell in love
with the art of writing poetry and has won
national and state awards for her poems. A
collection of her poetry is being published
and will be available in the coming months.
Marcia has lived in the Front Range foothills
for more than 30 years.

Y

our Mountain Connection recognizes the talent and creativity
of our mountain neighbors. Each
month we invite local artists, photographers, poets, and writers to
submit their work for consideration
in Your Mountain Connection. We
will choose submissions that best fit
our monthly theme to be featured
on our cover with a small recognition article inside the paper. We also
might include a small feature article
inside the paper, space providing.
We look forward to each and every
submission...thank you!
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business profiles
the sweet smell of fresh“Ifbrewed
coffee and warm
cinnamon doesn’t catch your
attention as you walk into
The Village Gourmet, the
array of fun and whimsical
products certainly will.

”

It Takes a Village...Gourmet
BY GARY LOFFLER

A lot has changed in Evergreen
since 1983. Businesses have
come and gone, and Highway
74 has become a major four-lane
road, but the Village Gourmet is
still here and thriving.

I

n fact, Laurie and Tim have just completed
an expansion in time for the Holiday Open
House and are anxious to show off the new
items available. Adding 1,500 square feet to
their retail space has allowed them to bring in
new lines of children’s toys, puzzles, baby gifts,
stuffed animals, and funky socks. Colorful and
imaginative socks from Sock It To Me and Hot
Sox are now available in an eye-catching display
amid the Cuisinarts and chocolates.

The expansion has also allowed them to
expand their other stock, and they remain
the best place to shop for both common and
unusual kitchen utensils. Laurie prides herself
on buying products based on quality, uniqueness, and usability. When I was looking for a
simple pie server — something you would think
very easy to find — I could have saved myself a
lot of time had I made my first stop the Village
Gourmet. They stock all manner of cooking and
baking necessities, including many hard-to-find
items. Cuisinart is one of their big sellers, and
they have plenty of items from the company
including panini presses, instapots, coffee, and
espresso makers.
When they first opened, Laurie presented
cooking classes, but the shop no longer offers
them. As the store grew, there simply was no
room to set aside as class space. There are still

a number of cookbooks available, but they tend
to be on how to cook rather than what to cook.
Recipes can be found anywhere, but it is not as
easy to find a book about cooking.
While the Village Gourmet offers a variety
of housekeeping and fragrance items, the store
does not have an overpowering perfume smell.
There is a pleasant melange of coffee, chocolate,
and floral throughout the place. Laurie makes
sure that all the scented items are sealed properly, so that no one item dominates.
The annual Holiday Open House is going
on November 9th and 10th, and will feature
door prizes and sales on holiday items. It will
be a great time to stock up on specialty candies, such as the traditional ribbon candy made
by Colorado Candy in Loveland. Their ribbon
candy is quite delicate and cannot be shipped.
Laurie often meets the Colorado Candy store

owner halfway to pick up deliveries. Most of the
other chocolate in the store comes from either
Texas or Spokane, but that survives regular
shipping just fine.
In their spare time, Laurie and Tim show
Gordon Setters, one of the larger working-breed
dogs. These beautiful long-haired black and tan
dogs are known for being retrievers but also
enjoy running agility courses. One of their dogs
is currently ranked among the top in the nation
for the breed.
It is important to Laurie and Tim to keep the
small-town charm that The Village Gourmet is
known for. So, when you find yourself wanting something different than the “big box store”
shopping experience, step inside and receive a
warm hometown welcome, and of course that
perfect gift.

Cavity-Free Kids
BY DR. KYLE KLEPACKI

At All Kids Dental, we love kids!
“
Our love for kids drives us to be excellent every day.

N

We are dedicated to
“
helping you raise healthy
children who enjoy their
dental experiences and
graduate from our practice
as cavity-free young adults.

o parent wants their child to have
cavities. Unfortunately, the CDC
(Centers for Disease Control)
reports that almost 60% of children in the
U.S. experience cavities by five years of age,
and nearly 80% have had at least one cavity
by 18 years of age. The good news is that
most of this common disease is preventable!
The following outline is helpful in preventing cavities in children and in achieving
the All Kids Dental goal of graduating cavity-free young adults from our practice.
• Begin brushing for your child as soon as
the first tooth erupts. A few seconds of
scrubbing after feedings, even with water,
has been proven to significantly decrease
oral bacteria.
• Establish your child’s dental home by age
one. The first visit includes an infant oral
health examination, topical fluoride application, and valuable oral hygiene tips.
• At age two, brush for your child using a
thin smear of toothpaste with fluoride two
times a day.

”

• Cavities happen more quickly in baby
teeth, so continue routine check-ups
every six months to monitor for early cavities and to help your child become comfortable in the dental setting.
• Fluoride toothpaste can be increased to a
“pea-sized” amount at age three.
• Start daily flossing when the spaces
between your child’s teeth close, which is
usually by age four.
• Sealants should be placed on the permanent “six-year molars” as soon as they are
fully erupted. A child who receives sealants is 72% less likely to need a filling
than a child who does not have sealants.
• Teach your child to brush and floss on
their own, but also continue to brush
and floss for them. Parents may need to
supervise some children even beyond
age eight.
• Sealants should be placed on the rest of
the permanent back teeth around ages
11 – 13.

At All Kids Dental, we love kids! Our love
for kids drives us to be excellent every day.
Although it is a very demanding profession,
Dr. Brie, Dr. Bob and I feel privileged to provide such a valuable service to our patients
and are proud to be trusted by their parents. Along with our staff, we are dedicated
to helping you raise healthy children who
enjoy their dental experiences and graduate from our practice as cavity-free young
adults. Call us today at (303) 670-KIDS
(5437) or visit AllKidsJungle.com for
more information.

We are located at I-70 and Evergreen Parkway,
just 10 minutes from Denver West.
Visit our website at AllKidsJungle.com or call
303-670-KIDS (5437) for more information.

”
Examples of a “smear” of toothpaste and of a “pea-sized” amount of toothpaste

The pits and fissures of teeth are difficult if not impossible to clean. They harbor bacteria, impact food, and are the
most common sites for cavities to start. The process of sealing a tooth involves cleaning and conditioning the tooth
well, flowing a liquid sealant material into the pits and fissures, then solidifying the sealant in a matter of seconds
using a special light. Studies have shown that nearly 90% of properly placed sealants are still in place and effective
at preventing cavities ten years after placement.
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Where Hope Thrives
BY PENNY RANDELL

“I better know what I’m doing” was
the alert that ran through my mind,
as I sat with my back up against the
cold, corrugated metal wall.

I

was inside a dark and musty shack in the
middle of one the poorest ghettos in Kampala,
Uganda, surrounded by 23 African men. All
eyes were trained on me, the only white woman
ever to enter this inconspicuous enclave. The lack
of available electricity kept any visible definition
at bay, therefore, faces were not distinguishable.
The young man positioned next to me whispered,
“You must greet us all, Madam.” I rose, found my
footing and did just that.
I shuffled along the dirt floor, fist in front,
bumping each hand one by one. Repetition was
relaxing and I gave a huge smile as I uttered
“Wud up?” with each bump. They loved it and
said so through their laughter and the questions they soon were free to ask. Inquiries came
flying at me, expressed in soft tones and broken
English. Most members of this delightful and
eclectic group were casting personal beliefs,
along with a steady stream of questions. The
usual explanation of where I was from and why
I was in Africa was repeatedly addressed.
This particular ghetto lies on the road
between Kampala and Jinja, and is within a
thriving metropolitan area inundated with
industry. Known as Nakawa, it is the headquarters of Nakawa Division, one of Kampala’s five
administrative divides. Besides hosting institutions such as Ugandan Revenue Authority, a
major quality shopping complex, central markets, and a well-established rugby club, Nakawa
lies adjacent to Ntinda, one of Kampala’s more
affluent sections of residence. Marginalized
communities such as Nakawa are pretty much
common throughout Kampala, but none have a
history quite like this one.
President in the 1970s, Idi Amin remains
the most notorious of all Ugandan leaders after

ruling for eight consecutive years. Ousted in
1979, he fled the country and died in exile in
2003 while residing in Saudi Arabia. During his
presidency he referred to himself as The Hero
of Africa, His Excellency President for Life, and
even Lord of the Beasts of the Earth and Fishes
of the Sea. State officials from around the world,
particularly in the West, nicknamed the man
“Butcher of Uganda” in reference to his taste
for war and horror, adding up to half a million
victims by the time he was removed. Known
for his Kakwa tribal ancestry, Amin hailed from
Western Uganda and the West Nile area, where
he is somehow loved and honored until this day.
Adoration for such a flamboyant, evil villain
seemed implausible, and I was more than amenable to visit his homeland during my trip to Arua,
West Nile region of northern Uganda. The car
ride took eight hours, and the visit encompassed
four days. The town of Arua lies just a few kilometers from Amin’s hometown, Koboko, as you
head north toward South Sudan. There in his
town his name is common to see, as establishments are named after him, including a club that
sported city officials and local residents. Indeed,
Idi Amin Dada, named so as the father of the
country, had quite the following in the northwest
of Uganda, and it surprisingly left a trail all the
way back to Kampala’s Nakawa ghetto.

As it turns out, this maze of living quarters,
shops, food vendors and hordes of residents in
Nakawa was settled by second generation Idi
Amin warriors. The families of these fighters
were allowed to make a home on this land and
have never been charged a penny for any of it.
Absorbing the seldom-heard accounts was
stirring. Vivid acclamations ruled as they paid
tribute to the “only man who loved Uganda
more than himself.” Some of these narratives
did ring with truth, for Amin was originally well
liked by the West and applauded by the British.
In point of fact, Amin began his military carrier in the British army. It was Amin who served
as a great ambassador and worked tirelessly to
promote Uganda around the world. Even when
he died, the offer to bury him “in state” was
given to family. In fact, if it had not been for this
tyrant, perhaps Sir Winston Churchill would
have never originated Uganda’s nickname, “The
Pearl of Africa.”
Perhaps it was the history of this village that
helped to create the quality of conversation that
we maintained that evening. Nonetheless, the
caliber and incomparability of what I learned
from those men brought me back on several
occasions. One evening the electric light bulb
that hung in the shack was energized, and I
could easily see each one of them. In fact, that

night we even had a radio, and a local station
was playing reggae music to the delight of
my newfound friends. Limited space prohibited much dancing, but on occasion one or
two would amble into the middle of the floor
and move about quietly to the beat. Others
would sing a few lyrics, but most were up for
conversing.
The best of all was the heart-to-heart accountings concerning the spirit of hope. One evening
a doctor replied to my inquiry about hope and
happiness. His convictions were rousing, and
I tried hard to memorize his every word. This
man was married and had been the father of
two children. Both of his babies had died from
malaria, despite their receiving the antidote
during the course of their illness. In both cases,
there wasn’t enough money available to treat
their disease early enough.
Of all the men in the crooked, thin-sided,
makeshift enclosure, this man gave the most passionate of speeches. His idea of hope was simple
and was defined in one word…tomorrow. He
honestly believed with all of his strength that
tomorrow would be better. As the testimonial
continued, others would engage. Before night’s
end, even I began to buy into their theories that
tomorrow HAD to be better. This and only this
made the most sense, and not a soul in the room
disagreed. “How could things stay same?” questioned one young man. “Just as you came as a
stranger, you are now our trusted friend. How
did this happen? See, every day is better,” was
the chronicle of another.
At no time have I ever been engulfed in such
devotion to belief in hope as when I am in this
country. The overwhelming and alluring display
of happiness, coupled with the dependence on
daily aspirations, is extraordinary. Indeed, I am a
dutiful student of “The Pearl of Africa” and know
without any doubt whatsoever that I am a better
person because of these endearing people.
Follow Penny at: pennyrandell.com.

Dogs, Dogs, Dogs

The Conifer Chamber

BY CATHY KOWALSKI

HOLIDAY KICK-OFF

Thanksgiving causes us to reflect on what we are most thankful for, and it’s
the perfect time to start a new routine of being grateful every day for the
wonderful, magical things in our lives.

O

ne delightful part of my life is my dogs. I
am extremely grateful to be able to laugh
at the antics of my Labradoodle, Kix. I
can’t help but smile seeing Cash, my Whoodle’s
silly face. Stellar, a Golden Doodle, warms my
heart as she helps dogs and clients in their service
dog training. She is always excited about showing other dogs how to open a door or pick up
an item. This is extremely helpful when a dog is
struggling to learn something new.
Faithfully K9 Service Dogs works with veterans and civilians with PTSD, an invisible disability. You may see people out with service dogs
who don’t appear to need them, but the truth is
they can’t leave their house without them. Sexual
trauma can result in PTSD. There are many
things the dogs can do to assist them in public.

“I am so thankful for Eloise and her ability
to stand strong and still for me to brace
and help me up when I can’t do it on my
own. I can literally lean on her. Of course,
I also love her big bear hugs when I’m
overwhelmed. “

Flashbacks are difficult, but dogs can do grounding tasks to bring them back to the present.
The dog can give them more personal space by
being in front of or behind them. We also work
with people with mobility impairments. Dogs
can pick up items, help to balance or allow the
person to brace on them and even get clothes out
of a dryer.
I thought I would share with you some of the
grateful thoughts of the people whom I work with.
Cathy is the Executive Director and trainer at
Faithfully K9 Service Dogs and Dog Training.
She trains dogs as pets and also trains personal
dogs to be service dogs for those with a
disability. Contact Cathy at 970-591-3205.

“Waking up and petting Gus and taking him
for a walk helps relieve my arthritis much
faster every morning. He is learning to pick
up my keys and other items I might drop,
so I don’t have to bend over and risk falling
to retrieve them. He also blocks for me so
that I can ensure people keep their distance
and I feel comfortable. He is the best thing
that has ever happened to me, and I am
exceedingly grateful for his companionship
and priceless support.”

“I am thankful for my Black Lab Bella. Right
now she is very helpful with my depression.
I have severe pain and arthritis in my
hands, and she will be my hands for me
when I need help. “

“I am thankful for Kenai because she grounds
me when I’m having bad anxiety by lying
on me and leaning on me. She also picks up
things off the floor for me and jumps on my
chest when I’m feeling anxious in public.”

“I have PTSD from sexual assault, and I can
get unreasonably nervous. I am incredibly
thankful for Eddie, my service dog, because
he creates a safe space for me even when I’m
around men who make me feel uncomfortable.“

BY MELANIE SWEARENGIN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

“Piper is working hard toward becoming a
therapy dog and will bring so much love and
joy to those she encounters, especially during
very challenging moments in their lives. I am
grateful for the endless amount of love she
has to give and the happiness she brings to
my life daily.”

“We love Stella and feel proud of all her hard
work training to be a service dog. Thanks to
Stella, we have a better life.”

“I am thankful for the relationship that I have
with Kat, my dog, and the relationship Kat has
with her world, because of the investment I’ve
made in formal training.”
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N

ovember and December
is one of the busiest seasons for many, and that
is no different for the Chamber.
I hope you can join us for one
or more of our holiday events.
Here is what is coming up. The
first event is the November
Monthly
Membership
Meeting on Friday, November
9, from 7:15a – 9:00a, at Our
Lady of the Pines Catholic
Church. Local non-profit organizations will be
highlighted. Come support your organization
and learn about others in the area. Next is the
3-day Festival of Trees celebration, sponsored
by Community Banks of Colorado. The event
kicks off November 15 as businesses decorate
their sponsored tree at the After Hours Mixer
from 5 – 7pm at Tomahawk Ranch in Bailey. This
is a combined mixer with Platte Canyon Area
Chamber of Commerce. Friday, November 16,
from 3:30p – 7:00p, and Saturday, November
17, from 9:30a – 1:00p, at Tomahawk Ranch the
trees will be open for public viewing along with
the holiday boutique. Vendors will be set up for
those viewing the trees to shop and explore; and
Santa, sponsored by Macaroni Kid: Evergreen,
Conifer and Bailey, will be available for family
photos. Then make sure to come back Saturday
evening from 4p – 7:30p for the wine-tasting
gala. Wineries will have their wines set up for
tasting, and food vendors will have samples of
their holiday menu items. Food vendors that will

be handing out samples from
their holiday menu include
Cabin Creek Smokehouse,
Cosmic Kitchen, Mountain
Berry Culinary, Cutthroat Café,
Bean N Bakery, For the Love of
Food, Yvonne Marie’s Patisserie,
and Vivian’s Gourmet. Tickets
for Saturday night are $35 and
are available at GoConifer.com
Then
Small
Business
Saturday is the Saturday after
Thanksgiving on November 24. Make sure to
schedule a shopping trip that day and support
local small businesses. End your shopping day
at Conifer Community Church, as the church
begins their famous light show for the holiday
season.
The following weekend, Saturday, December
1st, we celebrate the 36th Annual Conifer
Christmas Parade, sponsored by RE/MAX
Alliance. The theme this year is Candy Land.
Many of your favorites will be back, including the classic Holiday Trolley, sponsored by
FirstBank. Stay warm at the Christmas Spirits
Tent, sponsored by Aspen Park Wine & Spirits,
and of course make sure to come prepared to
shop at the Christmas Market featuring over
twenty local crafters and vendors, sponsored by
The UPS Store and US Bank. Several food trucks
will be onsite to offer a wide selection of festive
treats. If you are interested in participating in
the parade, log on to GoConifer.com and fill out
a parade entry form.

MARK YOUR CALENDARS:
Festival of Trees Holiday Boutique
Friday, November 16 & 17
at Tomahawk Ranch in Bailey
Festival of Trees Wine Tasting Saturday
November 17 at Tomahawk Ranch in Bailey
Small Business Saturday
November 24
Christmas in Conifer
Saturday, December 1

The Conifer Area Chamber of Commerce is dedicated to
making our community the best it can be. We are here to
support our local businesses and create opportunities for
them to grow and get connected to our community.

www.goconifer.com

WE SUPPORT LIVING LOCALLY
To date over $113,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by

Cover Artist
Tom Lybeck

not only the finished piece
“thatIt isgives
me joy. I have learned
that the journey, from start
to finish, is full of surprising
experiences. The journey is where
I find the true reward.

O

”

riginally from Fargo, North Dakota, Tom
Lybeck settled in Denver, Colorado,
in the early 1970s. A graduate of the
University of North Dakota with a BA in Fine
Arts, he spent his career in the electrical industry.
Once retired, Tom had the opportunity to pursue
full-time his passion for painting.
He refers to his artistic style as American
traditional realism. It incorporates a distinctive “palette knife” technique and vibrant color
palette, honed over the years. A selection of his
original oil paintings, giclée prints, and note
cards can be found at Majestic Gallery in Idaho
Springs, CO, River Canyon Gallery in Bailey,
CO, and Coyote Creek Studio Arts in Fairplay,
CO. His work has been included in a number
of regional art shows, and he has won several
awards, including Best Drawing at the Western
Art Rendezvous, and the William E. Snyder
Award at the Gilpin Arts Annual.
Contact Tom at 720-217-5580, or visit his
website at doublevisionart-design.com
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Who is Your Favorite
Local Business?

The Evergreen Chamber

BY BETSY HAYS

Becky Atkinson Life Coaching Services
No matter your life transition- empty nester, newly
retired, recently divorced, or job/career change, Life
Of Impact can help you come out on the other side
feeling joy and with a life of purpose. Please let me
help you with your life challenges.
Becky Atkinson — Owner
Evergreen
(720) 595-7672
beckyatkinsonslifecoachingservices.com

Creative Counseling of Evergreen
We provide play therapy and counseling services
for children, teens and adults. Brooke is a licensed
professional counselor (LPC) in the state of Colorado,
as well as a national certified counselor (NCC). She is
a proud to be a registered play therapist (RPT) with
the Association for Play Therapy..
Brooke Harris —
Licensed Professional Counselor
2922 Evergreen Parkway, Suite 325
Evergreen
(720) 504-7296
creativecounselingofevergreen.com

Edward Jones
It’s important to work with someone who takes time
to understand you and your situation. We take a stepby-step approach to identify your goals and develop
specific strategies to help you achieve them.
Jenny Donohoe — Financial Advisor
Idaho Springs
(303) 567-9200
edwardjones.com/jenny-donohoe

Image Marketing Specialists
In addition to providing promotional products and
print materials, we have the ability to help our clients
make plans. Every business should have a marketing
plan. Let’s do this together!
Denise Bromberger — Owner
Bailey
(303) 838-3328
shopimagemarketing.com

Speaking of conversation, every year the Evergreen
Chamber of Commerce asks the community to nominate and vote for their favorite businesses. Who should
receive Business of the Year for 2018? Who is the
People’s Choice for Best Loved Business, and who will
be the 2018 New Business of the Year? Last year’s winners were Business of the Year — Big O Tires Evergreen,
People’s Choice — Twigs Consignment, and New
Business of the Year for 2017 was Evergreen Swims.

F

ind out who has been nominated and cast
your vote today! Go online to the Chamber
website (evergreenchamber.org) and follow
the instructions on our homepage. The voting is
open until November 6. The votes will then be
tallied, nominees interviewed, and the awards
committee will make their selection. Winners
will be announced at the Evergreen Chamber
Annual Gala and Business Awards on Saturday,
December 1. The party, Sparkle and Shine, is
open to the public and will be held at The Wild
Game. Live Music by Subject2Change. Join us!
Last month I encouraged all of you to join the
conversation about what’s going on. Refer businesses to a friend, both face to face and online.
Enjoy the conversation. This month I remind
you, there are two ways to say everything.
Remember to read over your comment before
you press post. And if you realize you pressed
post too quick? You can click on the three little
dots to the right of your post and edit. And
please, remember to keep the conversation positive and use social media as a blessing.
Being part of the conversation is a fact of life
in a small town. People talk back and forth about
businesses and what’s going on in the community.
Social media is an increasingly popular way not
only to get the word out but also to start and participate in a conversation with people you do not
even know.
The ease of communication is a blessing, but it
can also be a curse. As I said in an online conversation, many of the people you go back and forth
with do not know you. They do not know that
if you type words in one way you mean “X” and
they read it as “Y.” Then the conversation may
spin out of control in a negative way as the “Y”
gets criticized, and then a string of unrelated and
often unkind comments ensue. Thus the curse of
social media. Get involved in the conversation,
it can be fun, but always remember to read over
your words and make sure they are asking or
responding the way you planned it to be.

SKATE THE LAKE NEW YEAR’S EVE PARTY
We are hoping that you have heard by now that
the Evergreen Chamber will now be running the
Skate the Lake event. We are excited to present
to our community the 23rd annual Skate the
Lake New Year’s Eve event at Evergreen Lake on
Monday, December 31. There will be skating from
6 to 10pm with a fireworks show at 8pm. There
will be free hot chocolate, food trucks, and music
by a local DJ Sound Mountain Entertainment.
New this year is that a portion of the net proceeds from the event will be given to DriveSmart,
the Evergreen Park and Recreation Foundation
Active4All, Evergreen Christian Outreach (EChO),
and the Evergreen Animal Protective League
(EAPL). Tickets can be purchased on the Chamber
website EvergreenChamber.org for $20 in advance
or $30 at the door. Children 5 and under are free.
Limited skate rentals are available. It’s a blast for all
ages and fun to come, even if you don’t skate!
Part of the mission of the Evergreen Chamber
is to grow our local economy and promote the
community. This will be the first year the Skate
the Lake event is run by the Evergreen Chamber.
It is our pleasure to continue this longstanding
family tradition, give money back to our local
nonprofits, and end by 10pm to give party-goers
the chance to continue their celebrations at one of
our many local restaurants or at home. There will
be free shuttle buses from a variety of locations.
Our Ice Sculptures are sponsored by Cactus Jacks,
the Warming Hut and a Shuttle Bus by The Wild
Game, and the Fireworks by Beau Jo’s Pizza. Please
demonstrate your support of our local businesses
by dining in Evergreen this holiday season, and
make sure to thank them for helping to put on this
year’s best New Year’s Eve celebration.
Follow the Chamber on Facebook, LinkedIn,
Twitter, check out our website, or just call anytime.
Our job is to promote Evergreen locally and down
the hill, and we love what we do!
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For almost 50 years the Evergreen
Area Chamber of Commerce
has proudly been serving the
mountain community. Our mission
is to grow the local economy by
building business relationships,
promoting the community and
representing local concerns with
our county government.

BY GARY LOFFLER

A PERSONAL NOTE FIRST: It is not quite a
contradiction in terms, but in addition to being
a skeptic I am also a musician. This brings me in
contact with other musicians and, preferentially,
positive-thinking musicians. These people tend to
be cheerful, happy, and spiritual, and they often
believe in things that I do not. This does not keep
me from enjoying their company, and I try to tread
lightly when conversations move into less-thanscientific areas. At least I hope I do, and that is
what makes this month’s article tough to write.
umankind has known for thousands of
years that stuff flows through the body;
air through the lungs, blood through veins
and arteries, and lymph through the lymphatic
system. The understanding of what these systems
actually do has taken untold years of research and
the development of sophisticated tools, but the idea
that good health equated with good flow of bodily
humors never wavered. The ancient Greeks and
Romans believed in Humorism, and the Chinese
belief of Qi (or Chi as English speaking people refer
to it) goes back to at least the 5th Century BCE. Chi
has had many different definitions over the years,
but most recently seems to have settled down to
being an energy field around and through the body.
A brief look at Chinese Medicine seems to show that
Chi is considered part of a general health regimen
that includes exercise, proper food and meditation.
Reiki stems from Chi, and was developed in 1922
by Mikao Usui in Japan, who believed in an energy
flow that could be manipulated to improve health.
Since then the practice has been taken up around
the world, including here in Colorado. Whereas
Chi in traditional Chinese Medicine is seen more as
an indicator of health, Reiki’s practitioners believe
manipulating the energy field can be curative without any additional treatment. Also without any
proof of that energy field’s existence. There is no
scientific evidence of any such field, nor any proper
studies showing any efficacy of Reiki. None.
Newsweek published a report on the “healing power of Reiki” in February of 2016 in their
Science and Tech section. What an article supporting a pseudoscience was doing in that section is left
as an exercise for the reader. A quote from the article reads: Despite its near 100-year existence, Reiki
remains largely unaccepted as a legitimate healing
practice due to a lack of scientific support. The
author then goes on to promote Reiki as a medical
treatment as if the complete lack of proof that it
works is a minor inconvenience.
Put simply, Reiki is fake. There has never been
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any proof found of such an energy field around the
human body. No Reiki practitioner has ever been
shown to heal a human, and a simple test devised
by a nine-year-old girl has shown that “energy healers” were not able to use their “attunement” to correctly identify which of their hands was closest to
the test subject’s hand (read more: https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/187390).
So why are there so many people promoting
Reiki as an alternative medicine? Perhaps because
there are no repercussions to making outlandish
claims on a website. It is a common occurrence,
and not just with alternative medicine sites. Reiki
does not have a governing body; there is no organization that oversees the training, certification
and compliance of Reiki practitioners. This means
there is no one to report unethical or fraudulent
behavior to. Becoming a Reiki masters appears to
only require claiming to be one; no test or proof of
competency is needed. Practicing medicine without a license is a crime, but practicing alternative
medicine is legal.
When searching the web for information on
Reiki, the most popular results tend to be at the
top of the list, and most are overwhelmingly positive. They also tend to be from people who have a
vested interest in selling Reiki, not just as a cure-all
but literally selling their services or training programs. William Rand, who is credited with bringing modern Reiki to the States, stated that in the
1970s Takata Sensei charged a fee of $10,000 to
be a Master. But you can also find sites such as
Quackwatch that look into all manner of alternative medicine from a scientific perspective. Stephen
Barrett, MD puts it simply when writing for that
site: Reiki is Nonsense.
I would like to think most Reiki masters are just
self-deluded and a bit narcissistic (imagine the size
of an ego required to believe taking a two-day seminar is comparable to eight years of medical training). Still some of these people are operating from a
genuine, if misguided, desire to help. There is, however, a significant number who must know there is
no benefit to a Reiki treatment, but still continue
to insist there is and have no problem charging
their clients for this miraculous cure. They offer
“proof” of their healing prowess by boldly claiming
to have cured everything from the common cold to
cancer. Just remember, Reiki Masters risk nothing
by taking your money for their treatments. You, on
the other hand, gain nothing; and if proper medical
treatment is delayed by going to alternative medicine first, you risk your health.

The Bistro at Marshdale
BY GARY LOFFLER

All of the food [at the Bistro] is prepared in-house,
from the sauces to the monthly prime rib specials.

R

unning a restaurant in a 95-year old building comes with its own set of unique challenges, but the upside is giving customers
a mountain lodge culinary experience they will
not soon forget. The ambiance at The Bistro at
Marshdale, just south of downtown Evergreen,
allows visitors to enjoy an open fireplace and
original hard-wood decor located in one of the
most picturesque mountain settings you will find
in the area. Visitors will enjoy the same breathtaking sunsets as patrons did in 1923, when
builders Wilbur and Mary Marsh completed the
historic structure.
Owner Alison Garnett understands that the
atmosphere of the unique Colorado building is
just part of what makes this restaurant so special. Having worked for the previous owners,
Brian and Sarah Amadio, she has had plenty of
time to become acquainted with the details of
the celebrated edifice and the particulars of her
loyal patrons.
“The clientele appreciates a memorable experience as well as exceptional food,” says Garnett.
“Although the core of the menu remains much
the same, some notable and flavorful specialty
items have been added.” The Bistro’s menu

provides gluten-free options, while Executive
Chef Allicia Baldwin has given special consideration to the vegetarian and vegan items as well.
The Bistro boasts making all meals from scratch
while including locally-produced foods when
available. All meals are prepared in-house daily,
from the sauces to the prime rib special which
is available on the 3rd Friday of every month. A
must-try is Chef’s succulent Duck Confit.
Alison is supported by and works alongside
a caring and seasoned staff. When you stop in,
be sure to ask for KC, a member of the team
who has been with The Bistro for over a decade.
Alison has created an atmosphere that brings out
the best in her employees who, in turn, provide
excellent food and great service.
Recently certified wine Sommelier and General
Manager Erin White is hatching plans for sophisticated wine-pairing dinners, and is adding to the
extensive and already well-rounded wine collection. For the beer aficionados, The Bistro features
some of Colorado’s best microbreweries on tap.
Join The Bistro for dinner every evening from
5pm – 9pm, with a happy hour in their bar area
from 4:30pm – 6pm, and a Sunday brunch from
10am – 2pm.

Kindness Matters
BY KAARSTEN TURNER DALBY

A

The Stone House
1524 Belford Ct. ~ Evergreen, CO 80439

EvergreenChamber.org

WE SUPPORT LIVING LOCALLY
Every month in

business profiles

A Skeptic’s View of...

Contact the Evergreen Chamber at www.EvergreenChamber.org or by calling 303-674-3412.

Trusan Cuisines
Catering for Corporate and Private Events, In-home
Individual and Group Cooking Instruction, In-home
Cooking Class Dinner Parties, Team Building Cooking
Classes, and Theme Parties.
Trusan Comstock — Chef/Owner
Evergreen
(303) 517-6225
trusancuisines.com
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Our December theme is
Holidays

We’d love to hear what you have to say!
Email your story to jeff@mtnconnection.com.
[ Deadline is the 16th of November.]
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“…Counteract the action of anger and loss with an even stronger reaction of kindness, gratitude and love.”

friend and I were catching up on the
phone today. Together, we covered the
repeating emotional challenges and seeming reoccurring cycles of connection, intimacy,
anger, learning, endings, grace, courage and vulnerability and courage, again. We both agreed that
sometimes we create our own suffering by resisting “what is” instead of choosing how we respond
to and accept our current reality. She recounted
some health issues, frustration with a bathroom
remodel, her seeming stagnant relationship, and
her own impatience with some emotional work
she is doing. Then, just like that, she shifted to
gratitude and outlined how holding space for gratitude keeps her moving along with optimism. Like
any healthy dialogue between sisters, we volleyed
our thoughts back and forth.
Prompted by her thoughts on gratitude, I retold
the story of a particularly difficult day in October
where I spent the entire day moving across the
swell of every emotion imaginable and mostly
landed in a place of feeling deep loss, balanced only
by the same magnitude of anger and fear. On that
day, I suffered. I cried. I processed. I threw things.
I screamed. I heaved with uncontrollable sobs. I
dropped to my knees and prayed. At the end of the
day, I felt defeated. My stomach hurt, and my eyes
were swollen shut. More than anything, I wanted
to wake up and find myself in a dream. It was
no dream. But, the next day I did wake up, and I
thought to myself, this is unbearable.
So, I started to look for another way. I landed
on kindness. Feeling helpless and out of control, I
decided that I was going to offset the string of uncertain days before me with random acts of kindness
and a tenacious focus on gratitude. And so I did.

I
committed to running
head-on toward
acts of kindness
You can
with the same
consciously choose
force I was feeling acted upon.
to focus on what
Newton’s third
you’re thankful for,
law of motion
states that a force
rather than what
is a push or pull
frustrates you.
that acts upon
an object as the
result of its interaction with another action. These two forces are
called action and reaction forces. Formally stated,
for every action, there is an equal and opposite
reaction. My understanding may be primitive and
completely off, but my thought was to counteract
the action of anger and loss with an even stronger reaction of kindness, gratitude and love. For
me, it was going to be a carefully choreographed
point-counterpoint strategy, and love just had to
win. It had to.
I started googling. I was surprised to learn that
there are several organized ideas all focused on kindness. There are training materials on random acts of
kindness, a self-identified raktivist, a kindness bus,
a kindness matters website, and the kindness rock
project. I loved them all, but I had been noticing
the kindness rocks around town. The kindness
rocks all started with a single stone on a beach in
Cape Cod and now span the globe. The Kindness
Rocks Project, founded by Megan Murphy, is based
on the profound truth that one message at the right
moment can change someone’s day, their outlook,
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“

”

and,
indeed,
their
whole
life. The messages on these
thoughtful pebbles take many
forms: gratitude,
affirmations,
encouragement,
and offers of
hope — all signposts along the
way for someone
to find at exactly
the right time. Lucius Seneca said, “Wherever
there is a human being, there is an opportunity for
Kindness.” So, I started to think about the ways my
boys and I could react with love to the negative
energy around us. We set out to be local raktivists,
and you know what? It worked.
Whenever a negative thought drifted, and then
parked itself in my head, I would counter it by
thinking about that I might do for someone else.
The boys and I brainstormed big and little ideas.
Then, every day we practiced kindness. We painted
some rocks, we paid it forward in the Starbucks
drive-through, we left coins in vending machines,
gift cards at fuel pumps, and notes on car windshields. We applied our interpretations of Newton’s
third law of motion and spread our juju love and
kindness around like pollen in the springtime.
One of my favorite human beings is Michael
Franti. He is a poet, composer, social justice activist, lead singer of Michael Franti & Spearhead, and
unstoppable. Given up for adoption at birth, he
has overcome obstacles to devote his adult life to

spreading positive, empowering messages. His generosity of spirit is a product of his practiced gratitude and a reminder that what we focus on grows.
He shared these thoughts at a recent fundraiser for
Life is Good.
“It’s hard to be grateful all the time, you know?
And some days I wake up and I feel like I’m on
the wrong side of the bed, and I can’t appreciate
everything that happens around me. But I believe
in practicing gratitude in the same way that you
practice free throws, or anything else. You can consciously choose to focus on what you’re thankful
for, rather than what frustrates you. And if you have
positive thoughts, positive words, a positive mental
attitude, and positive actions, then eventually it
becomes easier and easier to become positive.”
The word gratitude comes from the Latin root
gratus, meaning “pleasing; welcome; agreeable.”
Gratus is also the root of related terms such as
grace, gratuity, and gratis, all signifying positive moods, actions and ideas. This is because of
its Proto-Indo-European root, gwere, meaning
“to praise, to celebrate; to be in contact with the
Divine. It allows us to see value, virtue and benefit in everything. In this regard, gratitude can be
considered the antidote to many forms of suffering.
In closing, let us all hold space for kindness
and intentional gratitude as we move into this
season. It is my greatest hope that no matter
where we are in this world, we can all be gentle
to each other and ourselves and move through
things with messages of encouragement and
hope. I say this to my two boys every single day,
“If you can be anything, be kind.”
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$55/mo 3/mo minimum

ACCOUNTANT

ACCOUNTANT

ARCHITECT

ATTORNEY

CARPET CARE

COMMUNITY CONNECTION

CHIMNEY CLEANING

CLEANING SERVICES

CONSTRUCTION

HANDYMAN REPAIRS

HEALTHCARE ADVISORS

HEALTHCARE ADVISORS

INSURANCE

LANDSCAPE

LANDSCAPE HAULING TREES

MUSIC

PLUMBING AND HEATING

REAL ESTATE

SOLAR

STONE AND MASONRY

VACUUM SERVICE SUPPLIES
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Calendar of Events
November 2 – 10
StageDoor Theatre’s Junior Company presents High School Musical JR, A smash hit show
about two teens who defy social norms when
they audition for their spring musical. Fridays
and Saturdays @ 7:00 pm, Saturday matinées @
3:00 pm, Rated G. Tickets and information available at: www.stagedoortheatre.org.
November 30 – December 14
StageDoor Theatre is proud to present the wellknown holiday classic White Christmas. For
info visit www.stagedoortheatre.org.
ONGOING
Conifer Chamber of Commerce breakfast meeting is held every 2nd Fri., Brook’s Place Tavern,
7:15 – 9 am. For info, visit: www.goconifer.com.
Conifer Newcomers & Neighbors meets 1st
Fri. at Our Lady of Pines Church, 9am; www.
coniferneighbors.org.
Ducks Unlimited meets 3rd Thurs., 6pm, at Beau
Jo’s, Evergreen; www.ducks.org.
EChO offers Tech Time from 1:30 – 3:00 p.m.
Tuesdays & Wednesdays. Free one-on-one assistance with Windows 7 and 10, Smartphones,
Computer Navigation, Microsoft Office Suite, and
computer organization of your documents and
files. Bring your questions and we’ll help you.
3721 North Evergreen Parkway, Suite #6. Call 303670-7123 for information. www.evergreenchristianoutreach.org
EChO Coffee Club meets every Thursday from
1:00 – 2:00 p.m. We always have informative and
uplifting topics to share. Come hang out and enjoy
a cup of coffee or tea and interesting conversation
in a confidential setting. 3721 North Evergreen
Parkway, Suite #6. Call 303-670-7123 for information. www.evergreenchristianoutreach.org
EChO Job Center, 3721 North Evergreen Parkway,
Suite #6. Call 303-670-7123 for information. www.
evergreenchristianoutreach.org
Evergreen Chamber Member Breakfast, 1st
Wednesday of every month at The Wild Game,
7:30 – 9am, $15 for members $20 for non members.
Evergreen Chamber Mixer is held 2nd Thurs.,
5 – 7:30pm. For more info, visit: www.evergreenchamber.org.

Evergreen Garden Club meets 2nd Tues., 9:15am
at Evergreen Fire and Rescue Training Center;
www.evergreengardenclub.org.
EVERGREEN MEMORY CAFE meets 3rd
Wed.10 – 11:30am at Seniors Resource Center.
People with early to moderate memory loss and
their care partners gather over coffee/refreshments
to engage in educational and social activities. For
more info, contact 720-236-1179.
Lions Club of Conifer meets at 6:30pm the 2nd &
4th Mon. Inquire via 303-674-9555.
Oneness Blessing is held at Church of the Hills
at 7pm, 3rd Wed., and at Mountain Light Unity
Church on 4th Tues., 7pm. For more info, contact
303-674-6641.
Platte Canyon Area Chamber meets 2nd Tues.
Crow Hill Fire Station, 7:30am, www.bailey-colorado.org.
Platte Canyon Art Guild meets every Wed. from
9am – Noon at the Crow Hill Fire Station in
Bailey. All artists/all mediums are welcome. For
more info, visit: www.pcaguild.com.
Platte Canyon Community Partnership (PCCP)
Resale Boutique, 60615 US Hwy. 285, Bailey,
CO; 1st Thurs. Game Night, 6 – 9pm; 3rd Thurs.
Craft Corner, 1 – 4pm. Contact 303-816-7423 for
details/more information.
Rotary Club of Conifer meets 7am Tues. mornings in Conifer (except on the 5th Tues. of a month)
at Mountain Resource Center, Kitty Dr. All are
invited to join them for breakfast/speaker and to
explore Rotary membership. For more info, visit:
www.rotaryconifer.org.
Trails Committee of Conifer Area Council
meets 3rd Wed. at Conifer High School Library;
6:30pm. Visit: www.coniferareacouncil.org.
Weight Watchers Conifer meets at the Mountain
Resource Center, 11030 Kitty Dr. on Thurs. at
6pm; www.weightwatchers.com. Please arrive 30
minutes before the start of the meeting.
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EVERGREEN ENERGY EXPO
Nov. 10th • 10am – 3pm • at the Evergreen Lake House

www.EvergreenEnergyExpo.com

If your group is no longer meeting, please let
Your Mountain Connection know via Marty
Hallberg (fcdai@icloud.com).
Submit your calendar events to Your Mountain Connection
via Marty Hallberg (fcdai@icloud.com). Calendar Events are
published as space allows. Information must be received by the
10th of each month prior to the actual date of the event.
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